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About This Guide
Preface
The user guide provides information on using the Inspection Management Solution module of the
complyND web‐based application.

Documentation Conventions
The following conventions are used in this document.
Conventions

Description

Note:

Key pointers, in the form of notes, to help you use this
application effectively and efficiently are provided throughout
this guide. You can recognize a note when you come across a
new paragraph in with the word ‘Note’ in red at the beginning of
the paragraph. For example:
Note: This guide is not intended for system administrators of the
Inspection Management Solution module of the complyND
application.

Boldface

All modules names, software references, and document names
appear in boldface.
Examples:
• Modules Name: Inspection Management Solution
• Software reference: Comments field

Snippet Images

Images that are partially captured are snipped off as shown below.

Target Audience
This guide is intended for users of the Inspection Management Solution module of the complyND
application such as Inspection Administrators and Inspectors.
Note: This guide is not intended for system administrators of the Inspection Management Solution
module of the complyND application.
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Chapter Summaries
This guide consists of the following chapters.
Chapter Title

Description

Overview

Provides an overview on the Inspection Management Solution
module of the complyND application.

Security Model and User
Interface

Provides information on the security model, roles, infocenters, and
infoports available in the Inspection Management Solution module of
the complyND application.

Common Functions

Provides information on the common functions of the Inspection
Management Solution module of the complyND application features.

Inspection Management
Solution

Provides information on the essential building blocks of the Inspection
module set‐up, forms, and fields that are a part of the Inspection
Management Solution of the complyND application.

Reports

Provides information on the various reports used in the Inspection
Management Solution module of the complyND application.

Dashboards

Provides information on the various charts used in the Inspection
Management Solution module of the complyND application.
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Overview

This chapter provides an overview on the Inspection Management Solution of the complyND
application and workflow.
Sections of this chapter:
1.

Introduction

2.

Dotted Supervisor Employee Relation and Authorization Setup

3.

Inspection Setup

4.

Inspection Assignment

5.

Inspection Completion, Closure and Certifications

Introduction
The Inspection Management Solution provides Notre Dame an inspection compliance solution which
will help streamline and track inspection compliance requirements by various University departments
(Buildings, Fire Department, Labs, etc.). The inspectors can enter their findings while performing
inspections.
Inspection Management Solution provides the following features:


System and Direct Employee ‐ Supervisor Setup



Dotted Supervisor Employee Relation and Authorization Setup



Inspection Setup



Inspection Assignment



Inspection Completion, Closure and Certification

Dotted Supervisor Employee Relation and Authorization Setup
The users associated to the Department Contact role can assign up to five existing employees as a
dotted supervisors to an employee. This setup helps to notify any escalation emails if any survey
assignment are overdue.
The Dotted Supervisor Employee Relation and Authorization Setup involves:


Setup roles for Inspector, Issue Contact, Supervisor, Departmental Contact, Inspection
Administrator and update Executive members’ role with access related to inspection.



Manually associate user with other Organizations – Roles pair.



Setup dotted relation (in addition to direct supervisor) between an Employee and Supervisor.
1
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All direct supervisor users should be automatically assigned to a Unit‐Supervisor pair, where Unit
is the organization with the value of that supervisor’s organization unit attribute.



If a supervisor is assigned as dotted line supervisor, then they are assigned with Unit‐Supervisor
pair.

The users associated to the Department Contact role can assign one or more existing employees as a
dotted supervisors to an employee. This setup helps supervisors to be aware of any escalations.

Inspections Setup
The following figure depicts the Inspection Setup workflow.

Figure 1: Inspection Setup Workflow

The Inspection Setup involves:


Setup list of inspection using asset upload and asset delta change integration.



Design Inspection checklist.



Configure the list of inspection for an inspector.

Inspection Assignment
The following figure depicts the Inspection Assignment workflow.
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Figure 2: Inspection Assignment Workflow

The Inspection Assignment involves:


Inspection Admin (CSM or RMS) identifies and schedules inspection in coordination with
Inspectors of inspection sites.




Inspection Admin assigns Inspectors to conduct Live Audits.
Issue contacts receive task for Self‐Assessment, such as OISP, from Inspection Admin.


Completion, Closure and Certifications
This figure depicts the Inspection Completion, Closure and Certifications workflow.

Figure 3: Inspection Completion, Closure and Certifications Workflow
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The Inspection Completion, Closure and Certifications involves:


Issue Contacts will perform Self‐Assessments, such as OISP, in complyND.



Inspectors will use the mobile version for inspection activities.



Respond to the questionnaire by collaborating with others.



Log findings, get it approved and convert to issues.



Closure of survey once all issues have been resolved.



Generate certificate and email to primary contacts for compliance confirmation.

4
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Common Functions

This chapter provides information on the common functions and features of the Inspection
Management Solution module of the complyND application. This chapter explains the following:


Different methods of accessing the Inspection Management Solution forms.



Common features of the complyND applications such as multi‐window interface, tabular format
functionality, and e‐mail notifications.

Sections of this chapter:
1.

Accessing Inspection Management Solution Contents

2.

Form Tool Bar

3.

Mandatory Fields

4.

Multi‐Window Interface

5.

Relationships Tab > Tabular Format Functionality

6.

Inspection Management Solution Forms ‐ Actions and Statuses

7.

Reworking on Assignments

8.

E‐Mail Notifications

9.

Reviewing and Approving Inspection Management Solution Contents

Accessing Inspection Management Solution Contents
The content of the Inspection Management Solution module include forms, reports, and dashboards.
Using the Inspection Management Solution module of the complyND application, you can create,
review, and approve these contents.
The various methods to create, browse, review, and approve these contents are explained below.

Browsing Contents
You can browse through the Inspection Management Solution module of MetricSteam application
contents in the following method:
Step 1

Navigate to the Survey infocenter >> ND ISP Reports sub‐infocenter >> Reports infoport.

Step 2

Click the required Inspection Management Solution content report link. The related
report page appears.
5
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Step 3

Click the content name link in the respective column.

The related content form appears.

Creating Content
To create contents, perform the following steps:
Step 1

Navigate to the Surveys infocenter > Setup Surveys Sub‐infocenter >> Setup infoport.

Step 2

Click the required Inspection Management Solution content name link. The Inspection
Management Solution content form appears.

Review/Approval
To review/approve a content, perform the following steps:
Step 1
page.
Step 2

Click the My Tasks menu at the top of the Inspection Management Solution module home
Click the required task assignment link for working on the Inspection Management
Solution content.

The relevant form appears.

Accessing Assignments through My Tasks Menu
To access the required Inspection Management Solution content for review or approval, perform the
following steps:
Step 1 Click the My Tasks menu at the top of the Inspection Management Solution application
home page.
A list of assignments appear.
Note: In Inspection Management Solution module of complyND applications, in addition to accessing
event assignments through My Tasks menu, you can also access them from the assigned infoports.

6
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Figure 4: My Tasks Menu

An event assignment may have one of the following states:


New assignments (links appear in green)



Assignments that are older than five days (links appear in black)



Assignments that are Past Due (links appear in red)

Step 2 Click the required assignment link. The relevant form appears. You can review/approve the
content, as applicable, and submit the form.

My Tasks Menu Features
The following table describes the options available in the My Tasks menu.
Click the Icon

To...
Navigate to the next page.
Note: If you navigate to the last page, this icon is disabled.
Navigate to the last page.
Note: If you navigate to the last page, this icon is disabled.
Navigate to the previous page.
Note: If you navigate to the first page, this icon is disabled.
Navigate to the first page.
Note: If you navigate to the first page, this icon is disabled.
Refresh the page and see the latest assignments.
Note: To see the latest data, refresh the My Tasks menu periodically.

Form Tool Bar
The forms available in the Inspection Management Solution module of complyND application include
a common tool bar, which comprises a set of icons to perform certain actions. The table provides a
list of form tool bar icons and their descriptions.
7
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Note: These are the standard form tool bar icons available across all the complyND applications.
However, all the icons may not be available in all the forms. The display of these icons is customized
based on the function and usage of the form.

Figure 5: Form Tool Bar

Icon

Submit

Save Draft

Click the Icon to...
Submit the contents of the form and route to the next workflow step based
on the action selected.
Save the contents of the form as a working draft for the user without
processing it to the next workflow step and keep the form open.
Save the contents of the form as a working draft for the user without
processing it to the next workflow step and close the form.

Save Draft & Close

Note: You can access the form from My Tasks at a later time and continue
working.
Discard changes made to the form and close it.

Cancel

Mandatory Fields
While working on the Inspection Management Solution forms, you may come across certain fields
marked with a red asterisk . The red asterisk indicates that the field requires a mandatory input. If
you click the Submit icon without providing inputs even in one of the mandatory fields, the application
displays an alert message. To submit the form, you must fill in the mandatory fields.

Figure 6: Sample Mandatory Field

Multi‐Window Interface
Multi‐window interface feature enables you to open one or more windows simultaneously within the
main window of the complyND portal. This helps you to work on multiple pages without closing the
page that is currently open.

8
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User Interface Options
To work on multi‐window interface, use the icons available on the upper‐right corner of the complyND
portal.

Figure 7: User Interface Options

The following table describes the multi‐window icons.
Icon

Click the icon to...
Pin your current working window and open multiple windows
simultaneously.
Note: After you click the Pin icon, the Unpin icon

appears.

Note: By default, the maximum number of windows that you can pin is three.
However, this is configurable.
Note: When a user opens a form, report, or an infocenter, and subsequently
clicks another form, report, or an infocenter without pinning the first one, the
latter replaces the former.
Unpin the pinned window.
Minimize the window.
Maximize the window.
(this icon
interchanges
with
)
Restore the window.
(this icon
interchanges
with
)
Close the window.
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The following figure shows multi‐window interface.

Figure 8: Multi‐Window Display

Multi‐Window Bar > Context‐Sensitive Menu Options
The context‐sensitive options allow you to switch from one window to another. To view the context
sensitive options, right‐click the required window on the multi‐window Bar. The context‐sensitive
menu options are available/unavailable based on the function that you perform in the user interface
options. For example, if you have clicked the Minimize icon in the user interface options, the
Minimize option is unavailable in the context‐sensitive menu options and vice versa. The following
figure shows the context‐sensitive options.

Figure 9: Context‐Sensitive Menu Options

Note: To view the pinned window, you may also click the respective window in the multi‐window Bar
of the application.
10
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The following table describes the context‐sensitive menu options.
Option

Select the Option to...

Restore

View the pinned window.
Note: This option is unavailable if you have already restored the pinned window.
However, this option is available again if you minimize or maximize the restored
window.

Minimize

Maximize the window.
Note: This option is unavailable if you have already minimized the window using
the
User Interface options.

Maximize

Minimize the window.
Note: This option is unavailable if you have already maximized the window using
the
User Interface options.

Close

Close the window.

Relationships Tab > Tabular Format Functionality
The following figure depicts the tabular format functionality of the Relationships tab of the Course
form. The values in the Item Type field are populated from the complyND GRC Foundation module.

Figure 10: Relationship Tab > Tabular Format Functionality

Option

Description
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To delete a particular row, select the check box
corresponding to the row that you want to delete
and click the Delete Row(s) button. To delete all the
rows, select the check box corresponding to the
Name column (this action selects all the added
items), and then click the Delete Row(s) button.
To expand or collapse the item details, click the
dropdown list. The following options are available:


Expand All: To expand the item details such as ID,
owners, and so on of the associated contents,
select this option. You can see the corresponding
item details. The Collapse icon
next to the
item type indicates that the item details are
expanded. To collapse the item details, click this
icon.



Collapse All: To collapse or hide the item details
such as ID, owners and so on of the associated
contents, select this option. The item details are
hidden. The Expand icon
next to the item
type indicates that the item details are collapsed.
To expand the item details, click this icon

12
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By default, columns Name, Applicable To, and
Comments are displayed. However, the display of
columns is configurable. To configure the columns,
click the downward‐arrow
. The drop‐down is
available only when you move the pointer on the
default columns.
Note: You cannot hide the Name column.
The following options are available:






Sort Ascending: To sort the items in alphabetical
order, select this option.
Sort Descending: To sort the items in the reverse
alphabetical order, select this option.
Columns: To display or hide columns, move the
pointer over the Columns option. You can view
the list of column names. Select the column name
check boxes that you want to display and clear
the column name check boxes that you want to
hide. The selected columns appear and the
cleared columns are hidden.

Group By This Field: By default, the rows are
grouped based on the item type selected in the
Add Items field. To display the rows based on the
column name, select this option. For example, to
display rows based on the location, select the
Group By This Field option by clicking the
downward‐arrow in the Location column.
Show in Groups: To group the rows based on the
item types, select this option. The item types are
merged and displayed in the order in which they
are added.

Note: However, to view the items in the order in
which they are added, you must refresh the browser
and clear the Cache files.


Filters: To display the item types based on search
criteria, select this option. When you select the
Filters check box, a free text entry box appears
next to the Filters check box. Type any key
alphabet, numeral, alphanumeric, or word. The
tabular format displays the item types based on
the entered search criteria.

Note: The Filters option is available only when you
click the
downward‐arrow in the Names
column.
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To expand the item type and see the item name, click
this icon.
(appears to the left of the item type and is
interchangeable with the Collapse icon )
Option

Description
To collapse the item type, click this icon.

(appears to the left of the item type and is
interchangeable with the Expand icon )
To expand the item name and see the details, click
this icon.
(appears to the left of the item name and
is interchangeable with the Collapse icon
)
To collapse the item details, click this icon.
(appears to the left of the item name and
is interchangeable with the Expand icon
)
To navigate to the first page, click this icon.

To navigate to the previous page, click this icon.

To navigate to a different page, enter the page
number in the Page field and press Enter on the
keyboard.
To navigate to the next page, click this icon.

To navigate to the last page, click this icon.

To refresh the tabular format, click this icon.

To clear data entered in the filters, click this icon.

14
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You can choose to display all or specific number of
records on a page.
 To display all the records, select the All option
from the list.
 To display specific number of records, select the
required number of records from the list.

Reworking on Assignments
While working on the Inspection Management Solution module of complyND application, at most of
the stages in the workflow, a user may send the form back for clarification/rework. The assignment is
usually assigned to the previous user for rework. However, the user to whom the assignment is sent
is based on the workflow defined in the application.
The assignment syntax may vary according to the context and stage in which the form is sent for
clarification.
Clarification Assignment Text

Clarified Assignment Text

Clarify Course: < Course Name>
[Course ‐ <Course ID>]<PID>

Clarified Course: < Course Name>
[Course ‐ <Course ID>]<PID>

E‐Mail Notifications
The following table lists the e‐mail notifications that are triggered in the Inspection Management
Solution module of complyND application.
To

Content

Workflow

Survey
Respondent

Subject: Schedule Inspection for <Survey name> on
<Date>

Inspection Assignment

Dear <User Full Name>,
This is a reminder to schedule an inspection for
<Survey name> on <Date>.
Please certify if the task is complete.
Thank You

15
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Inspector/
Issue Contact

Subject: You have been assigned an inspection task for Inspection Assignment
<Survey Name>
Dear <User Full Name>,
You have been assigned an inspection task
Inspection Name: <Survey Name>
Location Name : <Asset Name>
Start Date : <date>
Due Date: <date>
Inspection Survey : <link to the inspection survey
respondent view>
Thank You

Inspector/
Issue Contact

Subject : Reminder: Your Inspection assignment for
<Survey Name>

Inspection Completion,
Closure and
Certification

Dear <User Full Name>,
This is reminder that you have been assigned
inspection for:
Inspection Name: <Survey Name>
Location Name : <Asset Name>
Start Date : <date>
Due Date: <date>
Inspection Survey : <link to the inspection survey
respondent view>
Thank You
Inspector/
Issue Contact

Subject: Reminder: Your Inspection assignment for
<Survey Name>
Dear <User Full Name>,
This message is to notify you that completion of the
inspection “<Survey Name>” for “<Asset Name>” is
overdue. Your immediate attention is requested.
Due Date : <date>
Inspection Survey : <link to the inspection survey
respondent view>
Thank You

16
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To:
Subject: Escalation: Inspection Assignment overdue
Inspector/Issue for <Survey Name>
Contact
Dear <User Full Name>,
CC: Supervisor This message is to notify you that
and Dotted‐
<Inspection Name> is overdue for <Asset Name>
Line Supervisor Due Date : <date>
Inspection Survey : <link to the inspection survey
respondent view>

Inspection Completion,
Closure and
Certification

Thank You
Overall
Approver of
Survey

Subject: Issue List Completion for <Survey Name>
Dear <User Full Name>,

Inspection Completion,
Closure and
Certification

This message is to notify you that
All the issues related to <Survey Name> are complete.
Inspection Survey: <Survey Link>
Please verify the issues and close the survey.
Thank You
Primary
Contact

Subject : Safety Validation Letter
Dear <User Full Name>,

Inspection Completion,
Closure and
Certification

Congratulations, the <Asset Name> has been Safety
Validated. I am writing to thank you for your
cooperation during the Assessment process. Your
attention to matters of safety is very important as we
work together to enhance the culture of safety on
campus.
Please find the Certificate of Safety Validation located
in the "Departmental Summary Report" in complyND.
If you need assistance please visit the complyND
website for help documents or contact the inspector or
Risk Management & Safety for assistance.
Thank You,
<Inspector Name (Overall Survey Approver)>

Reviewing and Approving Inspection Management Solution
Contents
The Inspection Management Solution set up contents have a common review and approval
workflow. The following Inspection Management Solution, contents go through a common
workflow:
17
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Questionnaire



Survey



Issue form

Reviewing
When the Initiator and Owner are different, after the Inspection Management Solution set up
content is submitted by the initiator, the review assignment is assigned to the owner. As an owner,
you can review and approve the Inspection Management Solution set up content details submitted
by the initiator.

Navigation
To access the Inspection Management Solution set up review/approval content form, perform the
following steps:
Step 1

Click the My Tasks menu at the top of the Inspection Management Solution application
home page.

Step 2

Click the Review/Approve <Set Up content Name>: <Set Up Content Name> <Set Up
Content Internal ID> <Set Up Content PID> link.

For example, to access Course review or approve assignment, click the Review/Approve Course:
<Course Name> <Course Internal ID> <Course PID> link

Inspection Management Solution Setup Forms > Action (on form submission)
Section
Use the Action (on form submission) to take action on the current form.

Figure 11: Inspection Management Solution Setup Forms Form > Action (on form submission) Section
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Field / List Name

Description

Action (on form submission)
Use this section to provide your recommended action on the current form.
Action

The following actions are available in the Inspection
Management Solution setup forms form while you review the
Inspection Management Solution content:
 Approve: To approve the content details, select this option.
Note: The Approve action is available only if the Level 1
approver is not specified while creating the set up details. As
an owner, if you specify the approvers, you need to select the
Approve action to route the form to approver for approval.


Request Clarification: To obtain more clarification on the
Inspection Management Solution content, select this option.

Note: After the form submission, the form is routed to the
initiator to provide more details on the Inspection Management
Solution content.


Cancel: To discard the Inspection Management Solution
content details and close the record, select this option.

Note: If you cancel the Inspection Management Solution content,
the workflow is terminated and the Inspection Management
Solution content details are not created in the application.
Comments

Type your comments regarding the review/approval. After
you submit the form, the Comments History report is
updated with the comments that you enter.

Form Submission
To take action on the current form, click the Submit icon.

Task Assignments and E‐Mail Notifications
After you submit the current form, the following task assignments and e‐mail notifications are
generated.
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Assigned to...

When you Select the Option...

Form Assigned

Owner
Note: If the
initiator /approver
requests for
clarification.

Request Clarification in the
Action field.

Inspection
Management
Solution content
form

E‐Mail Sent to...
Initiator
Note: If the owner


requests for
clarification.
Owner
Note: If the level
approver requests
for clarification.
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Inspection Management Solution

3

This chapter provides information on how to set up the essential Inspection related requirements
such as supervisor, asset questionnaires, etc.
Sections of this chapter:
1.

Setting up Dotted‐Line Supervisor

2.

Uploading GRC Libraries

3.

Upload Assets and Asset Classes Using MS Excel Templates

4.

Uploading GRC Libraries

5.

Uploading Questionnaire

6.

Creating Questionnaires

7.

Creating Survey / Certification /Scorecard Plans

8.

Responding to Survey/Scorecard/Certification

9.

Adding Findings

10. Approving Survey/Scorecard/Certification
11. Managing Issues
12. Closing Survey / Scorecard / Certification
13. Reopening Issues

Setting up Dotted‐Line Supervisor
Using the Supervisor Employee Relationship Report, the users associated to the Department Contact
role can assign one or more existing senior employee as a dotted supervisors to an employee. The
user associated as supervisor to an employee acts as a mentor.

Navigation
To access Supervisor Employee Relationship report, perform the following steps:
Step 1

Navigate to the Supervisor infocenter >> Employee Relation sub‐infocenter >> Supervisor
Employee Relationship infoport report.
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Figure 12: Employee Relation

Step 2

Click the Edit link in the Assign Dotted Line column in line with the employee name.

The Employee Relation
The Employee Relation: <Employee Name> screen appears along with the filters. Use this screen to
assign the users to a dotted supervisor.

Figure 13: Employee Relation: <Employee Name> with filters

Supervisor > Supervisor Employee Relationship > Employee Relation filter
To retrieve specific records in the Employee Relation use these filter parameters
Filter Name

Use This Filter to...

Email

Use this filter to search employee by email.

Search Employee

Use this field report filters to narrow down your search.
Click Filter button to narrow down the search.
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The Employee Relation: <Employee Name> screen comprises of two panes:


Users



Dotted Supervisors

To assign Users to a Dotted supervisor, perform the following steps:
Step 1

Step 2

In the Available Users pane, choose the User that you want to assign by selecting one or
more check boxes in the Select column corresponding to the Users that you want to assign.
To assign the Users, click the Right‐pointing arrow
the Dotted Supervisors pane.

The selected Users appear on

Note: Maximum number of Supervisor combinations possible for an Employee is six - five Dotted Line
relations and one Direct Relation. The user assigned as dotted supervisor, will be assigned to the
Organization ‐Role pair of their respective Organization Unit and Supervisor role pair.
Step 3

To remove the User, in the Available Users pane, select the required check boxes in the
Select column and click the Left‐pointing arrow .

The selected User moves to the Available Users pane.
Step 4 To save changes and exit the screen, click the Submit button.
Step 5 To cancel changes and exit the screen, click the Cancel button.

Uploading Questionnaire
The Inspection Admin can upload a set of questionnaires in excel format using Data Import form.
This feature helps the inspection admin to upload questionnaire in large number of section.

Navigation
To access the Data Import form, click the Data Import form link in the Upload Data infoport of the
Upload infocenter. The Data Upload form appears.

Figure 14: The Upload Infoport > Accessing Data Import Form
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The Data Import Form

Figure 15: The Data Import Form

Field / List Name

Description

Upload Type

Use this field to select the relevant upload type name.
The following options are available:
 Data Form
 System Entities

Select Module

Use this field to select the relevant module name.
 GRC
 MAM
 QSM
 TRG

Select Data form
(based on the selection of
module in Select Module
field)

Use this field to select the relevant Data Form name,

Select Profile
(based on the selection of
module in Select Module
field and Select Data Form)

Use this field to select the relevant profile against the module and
data form.

Initiate Workflow
Automatically after Upload

Select this to initiate workflow automatically after upload.
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Select file to import

To upload data, click the Browse… button, and select an excel
sheet from your local drive.
The file gets attached, and the name of the file that you attached
appears.
To delete an attached file, click the icon on the right side of the
attached file.

Locale

Use this field to select a language.

Form Submission
To take an action on the Data Import form, refer to the following table.
Click the...

To...

Submit

Upload the content details in MS Excel format.
Note: If there is any error in the uploaded MS Excel sheet template,
you can access the error details from the Upload Status report in
Monitor infoport of the Upload infocenter.

Cancel

Cancel the data upload

Creating Questionnaires
Using the Questionnaire form, you can create questions and categorize them in sections for survey/
scorecard/certifications. Using this form, you can define the scoring logic for scoring enabled surveys
and scorecards. You can add sections, related questions and conditional questions in this form.
NOTE: Special characters (particularly the ampersand sign) should not be used in List of Values field
for questions on questionnaires.
NOTE: Once a survey is assigned to the inspector (survey record is submitted), they will be given the
version of the questionnaire at the time of assignment that was selected in the survey setup. If the
questionnaire version that is associated to the survey assignment is modified, these changes will not
be reflected in surveys that have already been assigned.
If a new version of the questionnaire is needed and the “create new version” check box is selected
and submitted, this version will not be applied to any existing survey’s, only new surveys that are
setup and the new version of the questionnaire is selected.

Navigation
To access the Questionnaire form, perform the following steps:
Step 1

Navigate to >> Setup Questionnaire infocenter >> Create infoport.
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Figure 16: Accessing Questionnaire Form

Step 2 Click Questionnaire.

Questionnaire Form
Use the Questionnaire form to capture the basic information, in depth details, and additional details,
if any, regarding the questionnaire.

Figure 17: Questionnaire Form

Questionnaire Form > Header Section
Use the Header section to capture the name and type of questionnaire. You can categorize the
questionnaire as survey, certification, or scorecard.

Figure 18: Questionnaire Form > Header Section
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Field/List Name

Description

Name

Use this field to describe the name of the questionnaire for the
survey/certification/scorecard. This is a free‐text‐entry field.
Note: After entering the Questionnaire name, if you navigate to any
other field, the Questionnaire name appears in the form title.
Note: You must enter a unique questionnaire name.
Note: Prior to approval, the name of the questionnaire can be
modified at any stage by any users who are a part of the approval
life cycle. The questionnaire initiator can change the name of the
questionnaire at any stage. Once the name is modified by the
initiator, the approval workflow is triggered again.

Type

Select the type for which you are creating the questionnaire.
The following options are available in this field:
 Survey: If the questionnaire is for conducting a survey, select
this option.
 Certification: If the questionnaire is related to a certification,
select this option.
 Scorecard: If you want to create a scorecard that needs to be
sent for assessments, select this option.
By default, this field displays “Survey”.

This Questionnaire Applies
To

Use this to select the category to which the current questionnaire
belongs to. The available values in this field are:
 Ad‐Hoc
 Areas of Compliance
 Assets
 Asset Classes
 Auditable Entities
 Commodities
 Controls
 Facilities
 Objectives
 Organizations
 Processes
 Risks
 Suppliers
By default, this field displays “Organizations”.

Does this Questionnaire
Include Metrics?

By default, this field displays the value “No”.

Weightage Based Scoring
checkbox

Select this option if the scoring is of weightage type.
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Scoring
(appears only if you select
the value Survey in the Type
field)

Use this field to indicate whether the current questionnaire for
survey requires scoring or not. The following options are available
in this field:
 Yes: If you want to compute the scoring for survey, select this
option.
 No: If you do not want to compute the scoring for survey,
select this option.
By default, this field displays the value “No”.
Note: If you select the value Yes in this field, the Overall Scoring
tab appears, and you need to define the scoring logic that is
applicable for the current questionnaire in this tab.

Questionnaire Form > Details Tab
Use the Details tab to add Instructions, Ownership and security details.

Figure 19: Questionnaire Form > Details Tab
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Field/List Name

Description

Details
Use this region to enter general details of the questionnaire.
Reporting Period Type

Use this field to indicate the reporting type for the current
questionnaire. For example, if the current questionnaire is related
to SOX, the certification validity period is every quarter. You can
select the period type here as SOX and later choose the required
validity period in the Reporting Period Type in the
Survey/Scorecard/Certification form.
Following are the two examples of the available values in this field:
 SOX
 Supplier

Category

The values in this field are populated based on the
MS_QSM_REPORTING_PERIOD_TYPE data table. You can
configure the values of this field based on the requirement.
Each option available in this field is mapped to the Reporting
Period Type field to fetch the period values.
Use this field to select a category.

Instructions / Guidelines

Enter the details of the instructions and guideline in this field.
To enter details, click the Rich Text Function (RTF) icon
RTF window appears. Type the details.
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Ownership and Security
Use this section to select the owners and approvers for the Questionnaire.
Owner Organizations

Owners

Use this field to select one or more organizations responsible for
maintaining this questionnaire.
This is not the set of organizations that this questionnaire applies to.
This field controls the workflow (for approvals) and security (for
questionnaire security is restricted to Owner Organizations).
Select one or more owners of the current questionnaire. Only
owners of the questionnaire can edit the questionnaire. The
questionnaire owners are the users who belong to the owner
organizations with the QSM ‐ Manage Questionnaire activity.
Note: If the initiator and owner are different, on submission of the
Questionnaire form, an assignment is generated to the
questionnaire owner to take action on the submitted
questionnaire.

Restrict Access To

Select the control access rights of users for the Curriculum. The
following options are available:
 No Restriction: All the users from any organization with TRG ‐
Manage Course or TRG ‐ Manage All Course activity can view
and edit this Curriculum.
 Owner Organizations: Only users in the owner organization of
the current Curriculum with TRG ‐ Manage Course or TRG ‐
Manage All Course activity can view and edit this Curriculum.

Validity Dates
Use this section to define the longevity of the Questionnaire.
Valid From

Select/enter the date from which this questionnaire is valid. On the
selected date, the questionnaire is available in the published
library for initiating surveys/certifications/scorecards.
Note: You must use MM/DD/YYYY format.
Note: The Valid From date should not be less than your system
date.

Valid Until

Select/enter the date to which this questionnaire is valid. This
questionnaire is not available in the published library for initiating
surveys/certification/scorecards after this date.
Note: You must use MM/DD/YYYY format.
Note: If you do not enter any date in this field, this questionnaire
possesses perpetual validity.
Note: The user with QSM ‐ Setup Questionnaire activity can edit
this date and this questionnaire is again available in the published
library.
Note: The system does not trigger any scheduled
surveys/certification/scorecards assignments after the selected
date in this field.
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Questionnaire Form > Related To Tab
Use this Related To tab to relate the other related objects of GRC Foundation application to the
question. The values in this region are populated from the GRC Foundation application.

Figure 20: Questionnaire Form > Related To Tab

Field Name

Description

Add Item

Use this field to add organizations, core objects, and other GRC
library contents associated with this issue. The following options
are available:
 Area(s) of Compliance
 Control(s)
 Objective(s)
 Requirement(s)
 Risk(s)
Note: After you select a value in this field, the Add <Item name(s)>
link appears. All the items (Organizations, core objects, and GRC
library contents) added here appear in the grid as hyperlinks. Click
the hyperlink to view the respective details.

Add <Item> link
Note: The link name varies
based on the value selected
in the Add Item field. For
example, if you select the
value
Control(s), this link appears
as Add Control(s), wherein
you can add one or more
related controls.

Click the Add <Item> link to add the related objects. The related
report appears, wherein you can select the required items. The
report filters are also available, which enables you to narrow down
your search.
Note: For example, click the Add Control(s) link to add the related
controls. When you click this link, the Add Control(s) report
appears, wherein you can select the related controls.
Note: The report name varies according to the link name.

Questionnaire Form > Overall Score Tab
The Overall Score tab appears only when you select the value Scorecard in the Type field or select
the value Survey in the Type field and Scoring field is set to Yes. Use this tab to define the scoring
rules for the whole questionnaire and the individual sections in it. You must add at least one scoring
rule in this tab. Based on the rules that you define here, the score is calculated for the questionnaire
and the sections in it. You can also define the grade for the questionnaire and sections. Each grade
carries different scores. Based on the values entered by the respondents, the survey
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scores/scorecards are calculated. The overall score tab applies to the questionnaire and the section.
The question level scores can be set in the Questions tab.

Figure 21: Questionnaire Form > Overall Score Tab

Field Name

Description

Scoring Rules
Add Row

To add a new scoring rule for the current questionnaire, click the
Add Rule link.
The list of scoring rules related fields appear.
Note: To add additional scoring rules, click this link as many times
as required.

Scoring Rule

Use this field to specify the type of comparison used for this scoring
rule. The following values are available in this field:
 Equal To
 Greater than
 Less than
 Range: Number entered in the Response field is compared to
the number entered in the Value1 field and Value 2 field. This
is a multi‐row region. You must not enter the same value range
in two different rows. If you enter the same value range in two
different rows, the system considers the first row values for the
score. This occurs due to same values in the Value1 fields in
two different rows so that the system is not able to recognize
which value needs to be populated as the score.

Value1

Enter the first value1 for the comparison. This is a numeric‐entry
field.
For example, If you have selected the Type as Equals, 5 in the
Value1 field, and the 2 in Score field, If the respondent enters the
value 5 in the Response field, the score for the current
questionnaire is populated as 2.

Value2
(this field is editable only if
you selected the value Range
in the Scoring Rule field)

Enter the number that you want for the comparison. This is a
numeric‐entry field.
For example, if you have selected the Type as In Range, 5 in the
Value1 field, 10 in the Value2 field and 2 in the Score field and if
the risk assessor enters the value 8 in Response field, the system
populates the score as 2 for the current questionnaire as the value
entered by the respondent is in the range of 5‐10.
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Field Name

Description

Scoring Rules
Use this field to set the grade for the questionnaire. Each grade
carries a specific score. This score and grade applies to sections
and questionnaire.
The following options are available in this field:
 High
 Medium
 Low

Grade

Questionnaire Form > Questions Tab
Use the Questions tab to add the sections, questions, and scores for the questionnaire. You can define
sections and related questions and sub‐questions. Each section must be associated with at least one
question. In the Questions tab, the sections and question details are displayed in a tree structure and
the tree structure is organized in the following order:
First

node: Sections

Second

node:

Questions Third node:
Scores

(appears only for Scorecard and Type and Scoring fields is set to Survey and the Yes

respectively)
Conditional

Questions (when there are additional questions that need to be defined based on

the response of a parent question).
When you navigate to the Assessments tab, the first node is available by default.
To add the questions, click the first node as shown in the below figure. The related fields appear on
the right side of the tree structure.

Figure 22: Questions Tab > Tree Structure > Default Node

Nodes > Context‐Sensitive Menu Options
In the nodes of a tree structure, the following context‐sensitive menu options are available:


Add Sections



Delete Sections



Rename Sections
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Add Question
Add

Question

Delete

Question

Rename
Add

Question

Score

Rename
Delete

Score

Score

The following figure shows the context‐sensitive menu options.

Figure 23: Questionnaire Form > Tree Structure > Context‐Sensitive Node Options

The following table describes the context‐sensitive menu options available in each tree node.
Node Level Options

Description

First node







Add Section: To add sections, select this option.
Delete Section: To delete the added sections, select this
option.
Rename Section: To rename the section, select this option. The
cursor appears in the tree node level that you are editing. You
can change the name as required.
Add Question: To add question to the selected section, select
this option.

Note: The question node is added in the tree structure.
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Node Level Options

Description

Second node








Add Question: To add questions to the sections, select this
option.
Delete Question: To delete the added question in the sections,
select this option.
Rename Question: To rename the question, select this option.
The cursor appears in the tree node level that you are editing.
You can change the name as required.
Add Question: To add sub‐question (optional question) to the
selected section, select this option.
Add Score: To define the score for the selected question, select
this option.

Note: The Add Score option is available if the Type field is set to
Scorecard.
Note: If the Type field is Survey and the Scoring field is set to Yes.
Third Node





Add Score: To add score nodes to the questions, select this
option.
Delete Score: To delete the selected score node, select this
option.
Rename Score: To rename the score, select this option. The
cursor appears in the tree node level that you are editing. You
can change the name as required.

Adding Section Details
To add section details, click the Section icon

. The section‐related fields appear on the right side of

the tree structure. To work on the section fields, refer to the following section.
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Figure 24: The Questionnaire Form >Questions Tab > Section Fields

Field Name

Description

Section
View Questionnaire link

Use this link to view the section and related questions that are
defined for the current questionnaire.
Click the View Questionnaire link to view the defined
questionnaire details.
The View Questionnaire report appears. This report displays
details such as, section name, question text, and response type and
response options.

Name

Enter the name of the section of your questionnaire in this field.
Once you enter the section name in this field, the tree structure
section row is updated with the entered name.

Field Name

Description

Section
Risk Levelling Section

Select this option if this section involves risk levelling section.
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Add
Question(s)/Procedure(s)
from Library link (appears
when you select the value
Survey in the Type field)

Use this link to select related question(s)/ procedure(s) that are
defined for the current questionnaire.
Click the Add Question(s)/Procedure(s) from Library link to view
the defined questions.
The Questions report appears. This report displays details such as,
Question Name, Response Type and List of Values options.

Adding Questions
You can add questions and conditional questions in the second node. You can add one level of
conditional question in this node. To add details to questions, click the Question icon

. The

question‐related fields appear on the right side of the tree structure. To work on the question fields,
refer to the following section.

Figure 25: Questionnaire Form > Questions Tab > Question Fields

Questionnaire Form > Questions Tab > Question Fields
The following section describes the fields in the question node.
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Figure 26: Questionnaire Form > Questions Tab > Questionnaire Fields

Field Name

Description

Questions
Question Text

Type the question in this field.
If you have added a question from the Metrics or GRCF Library, this
field is non‐editable, and system populates the question from the
Metrics module or GRC Foundation application.
Note: When you add a new question manually in this form, the
newly added questions are not added to the GRC Library of the GRC
Foundation application.

Question ID (unique Id for
each question)

Type the internal reference ID for the question. This is an alpha
numeric field.
You must enter a unique question ID in a particular section.
However, you can enter the same question ID for other questions
in the different sections.
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Optional Question check box
(appears only if you have not
selected the Optional
Section check box in the
section node)

Use this field to make the questions added as optional. If you select
this check box the question in this section becomes non‐
mandatory and the respondent can submit the form without
answering this question.
The optional questions scores are not considered during score
calculation, if the respondent doesn’t enter a response for it.

Target (appears when you
select the value Scorecard in
the Type field or select the
value Survey in the Type
field and Scoring field is set
to Yes)

Use this field to enter the target value for the current question. You
can enter any positive integer value in this field. This value is not
used in score calculation. This field value is used to generate
validations for all scorecard related reports.

Default Score
(appears when you select the
value Scorecard in the Type
field or select the value
Survey in the Type field and
Scoring field is set to Yes)

Enter the default score for the current question.
For example, if the question type is Yes or No, the values defined
are as follows:
 Yes=10
 No=5
 Default Score=20

The logic for calculating the score based on this target value in
defined in the reports section. This logic can be configured based
on the customer requirement.

If user selects:
 Yes, then the score = 10
 No, then the score = 5
 Does not select any values, then the score=20
Instruction(s)/Guideline(s)

Enter the details of this question. The details that you enter here
appear as instruction to the respondents to answer the question.
To enter details, click the Rich Text Function (RTF) icon
RTF window appears. Type the details.
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Field Name

Description

Questions
Response Type

Select the type of response that you want from the respondent for
this question.
The following options are available in this field:
 Amount: If you select this option, the respondent can enter
only numbers as the response for the current question.
 Date: If you select this option, the respondent can enter only
date as the response for the current question.
 Number: If you select this option, the respondent can enter
only numbers as the response for the current question.
 List of Values: Based on the values that you define in the List of
Values field, the respondent can select any one of the value as
the response from the list for the current question.
 Text Area: If you select this option, the respondent can enter
details in the text box as the response for the current question.
 Yes or No: If you select this option, the respondent can select
Yes or No as the response for the current question.
 Dropdown: Based on the values that you define in the List of
Values field, the respondent can select any one of the values
from the drop down list as the response for the current
question.
 Attachment: If you select this option, the respondent can
attach relevant documents as the response for the current
question.
 Spreadsheet: If you want to associate a spreadsheet to the
current questionnaire select this option.
 CheckBox: If you select this option, the respondent can select
one or more values as the response from the list for the
current question.
 RadioButton:If you select this option, the respondent can
select a value as the response from the list for the current
question.
Note: The respondents receive the associated spreadsheet in the
Survey/Scorecard form and can provide values based on columns
defined in the spreadsheet template.
Note: You cannot add conditional questions to Date, Text Area and
Attachment response types.
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List of Values ( separate the
values with | )

Define in the List of Values for the response type List of Values,
Dropdown, CheckBox and Radio Button.
Use a vertical pipe to separate the list values.
Example: a,b,c. These are populated as a drop‐down list or of
values list for the respondent for selection.
If you select the questionnaire from GRC library, the values are
automatically mapped in this field. You can change the values, if
required. The following are the field mappings:
 GRCF List of Responses field= Dropdown value of Response
Type
 GRCF List of Values field= Dropdown value of List of Values

Spreadsheet Template
(appears only if you select
Spreadsheet in the Response
Type field)

Select the spreadsheet that you want to send to the respondent
to get the data.

Allow ‘Not Applicable’ as
Response check box
(appears only if you select
Dropdown or List Of Values
or Yes or No in the Response
field)

To add Not Applicable as one of the response option in the
Response form to the current question, select this option.
You can use this option instead of adding the Not Applicable value
while defining the response for the questions.

Note: The spreadsheet templates are filtered based on the owner
organization and security access rights of the logged in user.

Note: If the respondent chooses the Not Applicable response
while responding to the survey/scorecard, the score from the
current question is not considered for score calculation.
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Response that require
Approval
(appears only if you select
Dropdown or List Of Values
or Yes or No in the Response
field)

Use this field to select the response value that requires approval.
To select the response value that requires approval, perform the
following steps:
1. Click the Report Plus icon
next to the field.
The Response that require Approval window appears.

2. Select the required response value that requires approval by
clicking the check boxes in the List of Values column.
3. Click the Done button.
The selected values appear in the Response that require Approval
field separated by vertical pipes.
Note: If the respondent selects any of the response that you
selected in this field the selected approver receives an assignment
to approve the response.
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Field Name

Description

Questions
Response that require
Action (appears only if you
select either Dropdown, List
Of Values or Yes or No in the
Response field)

Use this field to select the response value that requires action from
the respondents. To select the response value that requires action,
perform the following steps:
1. Click the Report Plus icon
next to the field.
The Response that require Actions window appears.

2. Select the required response value that requires action by
clicking the check boxes in the List of Values column.
3. Click the Done button.
The selected values appear in the Response that require Action
field separated by vertical pipes.
Note: If the respondent selects any of the response that you
selected in this field, while submitting the form the system
displays an alert message to select the required action in the
Response form.
Note: This field displays all the responses that you define for the
LOV, dropdown or Yes or No response types.
Action Plan (appears only
after you select the value in
the Response that Require
Action field)

Define the list of actions that needs to be populated in the
Response form for the responses that you selected in the Response
that required Action field.
Note: If the respondent selects any of the response that you
selected in the Response that required Action field, while
submitting the form the system displays an alert message to select
the required actions that you define in this field in the Response
form.
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Field Name

Description

Questions
MLOV Scoring
(appears only if you select the
value List of Values in the
Response Type field and
Scoring filed is set to Yes)

Use this field to select the value that needs to be considered while
calculating the survey/scorecard scores. The following options are
available:
 Highest: If you want the highest score option entered by a
respondent to be considered for score calculation, select this
option.
 Aggregate: If you want sum of all the options selected by a
respondent to be considered for score calculation, select this
option.
Note: This option is available for Surveys and Scorecard types.
Example:






LOV values = a, b, and c
Score=a=2
Score=b=3
Score=c=5
MLOV Scoring= Highest

Respondent selects a and c as the response, then 5 is used for
calculating the score. Example,






LOV values = a, b, and c
Score=a=2
Score=b=3
Score=c=5
MLOV Scoring= Aggregate

Respondent selects a, b, and c as the response, then 2+3+5=10 is
used for calculating the score.
Related To
Use this section to relate the other related objects of GRC Foundation application to the
question.
The values in this region are populated from the GRC Foundation application.
Area(s) of Compliance

Select the area of compliance(s) to which this questionnaire is
related to. This field displays all the area of compliance(s) based on
the organization selected.

Objective(s)

Select the objective(s) to which this questionnaire is related to.
This field displays all the objective(s) based on the organization
selected.

Risk(s)

Select the risk(s) to which this questionnaire is related to. This field
displays all the risk(s) based on the organization selected.

Control(s)

Select the control(s) to which this questionnaire is related to. This
field displays all the control(s) based on the organization selected.
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Adding Conditional Questions
You can add one level of conditional question at the second level. The conditional question appears to
the respondent based on the answers that they select at the parent question level. You cannot add
conditional questions to Date, Text Area and Attachment response types. To add conditional
questions, select the last Add Question option at the second node level.

Figure 27: Questionnaire Form > Questions Tab > Adding Conditional Question

Questionnaire Form > Action Section
Use the Action section to take action on the current questionnaire.

Figure 28: Questionnaire Form > Action Section

Field Name

Description

Action
Action

The following action is available in the Questionnaire form while you create a
question/procedure.
Submit: To submit the completed form, select this option.
Note: On form submission, the Questionnaire form is routed to approval cycle.

Comments

Enter your comments regarding the Questionnaire.
On form submission, the Comments History report is updated with the
comments that you enter.

Form Submission
To take action on the current form, click the Submit icon.
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Task Assignments and E‐Mail Notifications
After you submit the current form, the following task assignments and e‐mail notifications are
generated.
Assigned to...

When you Select the Option...

Form Assigned

E‐Mail Sent to...

Owner
Note: If the
initiator and
owner are two
different users,
then only the
assignment is
assigned to owner.

Submit in the Action field

Questionnaire

Owner

Creating Survey/Certification/Scorecard Plans
To create a survey/certification/scorecard plan, the initiator can use the predefined questionnaire
and schedule the surveys/certification/scorecards to receive the responses from respondents. Using
the Survey/Scorecard/Certification form, the initiator can setup any number of survey/scorecard/
certification assignments to the respondents to be conducted and completed within a specific
period. Using this form, you can set the frequency of survey/scorecard/certification. Based on the
schedule that you define here, the application automatically triggers the survey/
scorecard/certification assignments. You can send this form to large group of people using the filter
options or conduct surveys on individual items and send it to the required respondents in the
organization. You can also initiate ad‐hoc survey/scorecard/certification assignments, which are
missed in the annual planning.

Navigation
To access the Survey /Scorecard/Certification form, perform the following steps:
Step 1

Navigate to the Survey infocenter >> Setup Surveys sub‐infocenter >> Setup infoport.

Figure 29: Accessing Survey/Scorecard/Certification Form
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Step 2 Click the Survey/Scorecard/Certification link.

Survey/Scorecard/Certification Form
Use the Survey/Scorecard/Certification form to add the details of the survey/scorecard/certification
plan.

Figure 30: Survey/Scorecard /Certification Form
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Survey/Scorecard/Certification Form > Header Section
Use the Header section to capture the survey/scorecard/certification name and other details.

Figure 31: Survey/Scorecard/Certification Form> Header Section

Field/List Name

Description

Type

Select the type of questionnaire for which you want set up the
survey /scorecard /certification plan. The following options are
available in this field:
 Survey: If you are setting the schedule for surveys, select this
option.
 Scorecard: If you are setting the schedule for scorecards, select
this option.
 Certification: If you are setting the schedule for certifications,
select this option.

Select Questionnaire

Select the questionnaire for which you want to schedule the
assignments. The values in this field are filtered based on the value
that you selected in the Type field.
You can also enter the words that you want to search for. When
you enter the first letter of the word that you are searching for, a
drop‐down list with all the words beginning with the entered
word appears. You can choose the required value.
Based on the type and questionnaire selected, the header
section is updated with the selected details. For example, if the
Type = Survey and the Questionnaire = Quality Assurance Survey
Questionnaire then the header displays the “Survey: Quality
Assurance Survey Questionnaire” as the title of the plan.
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Field/List Name

Description

Name

Type the name of the survey/certification/scorecard plan. This is a
free‐text‐entry field. You must enter a unique name in this field.
Note: The name is automatically populated based on the
questionnaire that is selected. You can edit the name based on your
requirement.
Note: After entering the name, if you navigate to any other field,
the name appears in the form title.
Note: The combination of name and number is unique for every
survey/certification/scorecard. For example, Quality Survey
Questionnaire (SURVEY‐1007). Here ‘Quality Survey Questionnaire’
is the survey name and (SURVEY‐1007) is the
survey/scorecard/certification number.

Section(s)

Select the sections which you want to be part of the
questionnaire. The values in this field are populated based on the
name of questionnaire that you select in the Name field. The
questions under the selected sections are only available for the
respondents. If you do not select any section in this field, all the
questions under the different sections are sent to respondent.

Primary Contact

Select the user who will receive the inspection certificate.

Inspection Type

Select the type of Inspection which helps to categorize the
inspection surveys which can be leveraged for reporting purpose.
LISP: Select this option for Laboratory/Space
BISP: Select this option for Buildings.
 OISP: Select this option for organization.
 FIRE: Select this option for Buildings/Assets.

Applies To

Select the item to which this survey/certification/scorecard
applies to. The values in this field are populated based on the
value that you selected in the Applies To field of the
Questionnaire form. If you have selected only one value during
the questionnaire creation, the value in this field is defaulted and
this field becomes non-editable. The Ad‐hoc option is also
available in this field. You can select this option to schedule
unplanned surveys/scorecard/certification questionnaires. If you
select this option the Details, Filters and Select Individual Items
sections are made unavailable, you can send the questionnaire to
selected groups by selecting the users in the Send To section.
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Field/List Name

Description

Generate Excel Based
Response check box

Use this check box to indicate whether you want to provide a
provision to respondents to work on the response form in offline
mode or not.
 If you want to allow the respondents to work on the Response
form in offline mode, select this check box.
 If you do not want to allow the respondents to work on the
Response form in offline mode, clear this check box.
Note: If you select this check box, the response is available in the
Download Response report and respondent can work offline and
upload the responses.
Note: If you do not select this check box, the response is not
available in the Download Response report and respondent
cannot work on the response form in offline mode.

Manage Surveys

Select the type of plan. The following options are available in this
field:
Keep Open: If you want to manage the plan like a project and
reopen and edit the plan details whenever required, select this
option.
Note: The response assignments are triggered based on the
frequency selected. You can submit the plan without selecting the
frequency and keep the plan ready and can trigger the response
assignments by specifying the details whenever required.
Note: For Specific Date and Run Now frequencies you can edit the
plan details until the date specified in the Close Date field.
Note: For other frequencies you can edit the plan details until the
date specified in the End By field.
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Manage Surveys

Note: When the Frequency is set to Daily, Weekly, Monthly,
Quarterly, Semi‐Annually, Annually, the plan initiator can edit the
plan details only for currently open plans until the date specified in
the End By field.
For example:
Manage Survey= Keep Open
Frequency = Daily
Start Date= March 15, 2013
End By = March 22, 2013
The initiator can edit the plan details until March 22. 2013. If
the assignments are already triggered to the respondents and
you edit the plan details, the latest changes are reflected only
in the next response assignments, which are triggered next
time.
Note: You cannot keep the plan open for Live frequency plans.
Finalize:

If you want to assign the response assignments
immediately and finalize the survey /certification / scorecard
plan.

Note: You must select a Frequency when you select Finalize
option.
Note: You cannot edit the plan details after you submit the form
and the finalized plans are available in the Planned Surveys
infoport report and you can only view the details.

Survey /Scorecard /Certification Form > Details Tab
Use the Details tab to add the details about the survey/scorecard/certification plan.
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Figure 32: Survey /Scorecard / Certification Form> Details Tab
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Field/List Name

Description

Details
Select From a Filtered List
(Better for Large Surveys &
Certifications)

If you want certain level of organization to respond to a
survey/certification/scorecard, select this option. For example, in
the organization, all the teams which are level 4 needs to be
certified for SOX compliance, you can select this option and send
the certification assignments to organization which are at level 4
and get the responses.

Select One or More
Individual Items (Better for
smaller
Surveys & Certifications)

If you want to send the questions related to a particular item to a
group of people in the organization and get the responses, select
this option.
For example, in an organization, if you want to conduct a survey for
Financial risk assessment for Finance department, you can select
the related risk and send it to group of people to get the responses.

Filters
(this section appears only if you select the option Select From a Filtered List (Better for Large
Surveys & Certifications)
By Organization

If you want to send the survey/Scorecard/Certification
questionnaire to specific organizations, select this option box. You
need to specify the organization details in the Send Only for
Owner Organizations field.

By Item
(appears only if you select
the value Supplier or Facility
or Audits in the Applies To
field)

If you want to select multiple suppliers, facilities or audits, select
this option box. Select the items in the <Item> field.

<Item Name>
Note: The field name varies
based on the value selected
in the Applies To field. For
example, if you select the
value Supplier, the Supplier
field appears.

Select the items applicable for the survey /Scorecard/Certification.

Send Only For Organizations
At Selected Level(s)
(appears only if you select
the value Organization in
the Applies To field and the
Select From a Filtered List
(Better for Large Surveys &
Certifications) field)

Select the level of organization to which you want to send the
selected questionnaire. All the organization levels defined in the
system are available in this field.
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Field/List Name

Description

Send Only for Owner
Organizations
(appears if you select any
GRC Library content such as
risk, area of compliance,
asset) other than
Organization in the Applies
To field)

Select the owner organizations to which you want to send the
questionnaire.
Using this field you can specifically mention the users from owner
organization from whom you want to get the survey /scorecard/
certification responses.

Select Individual Items
(this section appears only if you select the option Select One or More Individual Items (Better for
smaller Surveys & Certifications)
The values in this section vary based on the item that you select in the Applies To field.
This is the multi‐row region. Every time you add a new row, the row is added in the new page and
you need to navigate the required page to add the details.
Add link

Use this field to add additional items. The item related fields
appear. To add additional items, click this link as many times as
required.

<Item Name>
Note: The field name varies
based on the value selected
in the Applies To field. For
example, if you select the
value Risks, the Risks field
appears.

Select the item (applies to) for which you want to schedule and
send the survey/certification/scorecard questionnaire.
The values in this field are populated from the GRC Foundation
application and filtered based on the Owner Organization
selected.

Note: For Area of
Compliance, an additional
Requirement field appears.
Select the related
requirements in this field.
Note: For Suppliers, 2
additional fields Facility and
Product/Service appear.
Select the related Facility or
Product/ Service in these
fields.
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Send To
For Select Individual Items option the Send To region is available along with the multi‐row
region. You can add the related items and send it to different users to get the responses.
Field/List Name

Description

Send To

Select the role or user groups to whom you want to send the
questionnaire for survey/certification/scorecard. The values in this
field vary based on the value selected in the Applies To field and
Details section.
By default, the following two options are available:
 User: If you want to send the survey/certification/scorecard to
the set of users in the selected owner organization, select this
option.
Note: All the users of the selected organization are available in this
field for selection.


Role: If you want to send the survey/certification/scorecard to
a particular role in the selected owner organization, select this
option.

Note: All the roles of the selected organization are available in this
field for selection.
If you select the Organizations in the Applies To field and Select
From a Filtered List (Better for Large Surveys & Certifications) in
the Details section, the following two additional options are
available in this field:
 All Control Owners: If you want to send the
survey/certification/scorecard to the set of control owners in
the selected owner organization, select this option.
 All Process Owners: If you want to send the
survey/certification/scorecard to a set of process owners in
the selected owner organization, select this option.
Note: All Control Owners option is also available along with the
Role and User if you have selected the value Control in the
Applies To field.
Note: All Process Owners option is also available along with the
Role and User if you have selected the value Process in the
Applies To field.
Note: This value is filtered based on the QSM ‐ Proc_Owner
activity.
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Add Users Related to Item
(appears if you select User or
Roles in the Send To field
and available only for
Supplier, Facilities and Audit
item types)

Select this check box if you want to filter the users in the Send to
Assesor(s) based on the selected item type. If the supplier is
associated with the 3 contacts (users), the system displays only
those three users in the Send to Assesor(s) field after you select
this check box.

Send Option (appears only if
you select the value Role in
the Send To field)

Use this field to choose the sending option type. The following
options are available in this field:
 One Copy: If you want to send a single assignment of survey/
certification/scorecard and get the responses from one of the
user of the selected role, select this option.

If you select Role in the Send To field, the users are filtered based
on the following:
 Users mapped to the QSM ‐ Respond to Surveys activity
 Users associated with the selected supplier or audit or facility

Note: Based on the frequency set, the
survey/certification/scorecard assignments are generated to all
the users of the selected role. Once the first user responds to
survey/scorecard/certification, the assignment of the other users
is withdrawn. For example, if John, Mary and Joe are Lead
Auditors in the system then a single survey assignment is sent to
all the three users. If John responds to the survey first, then the
assignments for Mary and Joe are withdrawn. If no user responds
to the survey, then the assignments are withdrawn after the due
date.


Separate Copy: If you want to send separate assignments of
survey/certification/scorecard and get the responses from all
the users of the selected role, select this option.

Note: Based on the frequency set, the
survey/certification/scorecard assignments are generated to all
the users of the selected role and all the users must respond to
the survey/scorecard/certification individually.
For example, if John, Mary, and Joe are Lead Auditors in the
system then a separate survey assignments are sent to all the
three users. John, Mary and Joe have to submit their responses
individually.
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Assessor Organization(s)
(appears only if you select
the option Select One or
More Individual Items
(Better for smaller Surveys &
Certifications) in Details
section.
(this field is not available for
Supplier, Facilities and Audit
item types when you select
Select From a Filtered List
(Better for Large Surveys &
Certifications and By Item
options)

Use this field to select the organization that is going to assess this
questionnaire for survey/scorecard/certification.

Send to Assessor(s)
(appears only if you select
the option Organization in
the Applies To field and
Select One or More
Individual Items (Better for
smaller
Surveys & Certifications) in
Details section

Use this field to select the assessor to send the current survey/
scorecard/certification.
Note: The users that you select in this field receive an assignment
to respond to the survey/certification/scorecard.
Note: The users are filtered based on the Assessor organization that
you select in the Assessor Organization(s) field.
Note: The users are filtered based on the supplier, commodities or
auditable entities that you selected in the respective fields. This is
applicable only if the applies to item is supplier, commodities or
auditable entities and the Add Users Related to Item check box is
selected.

Approval Based on
Response(s) check box

If you want to trigger an approval based on the specific response
that you defined in the Questionnaire form select this check box.
The following are the scenarios in which the assignments are
generated:
 If you select this check box, if the respondent selects the
response that is tagged as requires approval, then an
assignment is generated to the response approver selected in
the Response Approver field for approval.
 If you select this check box, if the respondent selects the
response that is not tagged as Requires approval, then an
assignment is not generated to the response approver selected
in the Response Approver field for approval.
 If you do not select this check box, irrespective of the response
provided by the respondent, an assignment is triggered to the
approver selected in the Response Approver field for approval.
 If you have not tagged any response in the questionnaire that
requires approval and if you select this check box, an
assignment is not triggered to the approver selected in the
Response Approver field for approval.
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Field/List Name

Description

User/Role(s)

Select the respondents to whom you want to send the survey/
scorecard/certification.
Note: If you have selected the value User in the Send To field,
then all the users with the QSM‐ Respond to Surveys activity and
the users from the organization selected in the Send Only For
Owner Organization field or from the levels selected in the Send
Only For Organizations At Selected Level(s) field are displayed in
this field.
Note: If you have selected the value Role in the Send To field, then
all the roles of organization selected in the Send Only For Owner
Organization field or from the levels selected in the Send Only For
Organizations At Selected Level(s) field are displayed in this field.
Note: If you are initiating a plan for large surveys and select the
value By Item, and select the required item such as supplier or
facility or audit, all the users associated with the selected item are
displayed in this field for selection.

Send To (For Approval)

Select the role or group of users to whom you want to send the
survey/certification/scorecard responses for approval.
By default, the following two options are available:
 User: If you want to send the survey/certification/scorecard to
the set of users selected in the Response Approver field,
select this option.
 Role: If you want to send the survey/certification/scorecard to
a particular role for approval selected in the Response
Approver field, select this option.
Note: All the roles with QSM ‐ Approve Response activity are
available in this field for selection.
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Field/List Name

Description

Approval Required from All
Users

Use this field to choose the response approval type. The following
options are available in this field:
 No: If you want one of the selected user to approve the
response, select this option.
Note: After the respondent submits the response for approval,
assignments are generated to all the selected users (approvers).
Once the first user approves the survey/scorecard/certification
response, the assignment of the other users is withdrawn. For
example, if John, Mary and Joe are Response approvers in the
system then a single approve survey assignment is sent to all the
three users. If John approves to the survey response first, then the
assignments for Mary and Joe are withdrawn.


Yes: If you want all the selected users to approve the response,
select this option.

Note: After the respondent submits the response for approval,
assignments are generated to all the selected users (approvers).
All the users must approve the survey/scorecard/certification
responses individually. For example, if John, Mary and Joe are
Lead Auditors in the system then a separate survey assignments
are sent to all the three users. John, Mary and Joe have to approve
the responses individually.
Approver Organization(s)

Select the one or more organizations who are responsible for
approving the response details.
Note: Based on the selected approver organizations the Response
Approver field displays the mapped roles or users.
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Response Approver

Select the approver for the current survey/scorecard/certification.
On form submission, the assignment is generated to the approver
selected in this field (after the response sent by the respondent)
based on the schedule frequency.
Note: If you select Role in the Send To (For Approval) field all the
roles in the Inspection Management Solution application are
displayed for selection. All the users assigned to the selected role
who are assigned to the QSM – Approve Surveys activity in the
approver organizations receives the assignments to approve the
response details.
Note: If you select User in the Send To (For Approval) field all the
users with QSM – Approve Surveys activity within the approver
organization are displayed in this field for selection.

Field/List Name

Description

Collaborative Response

Use this field to determine whether the respondent can add
other users as collaborators to the current
survey/scorecard/certification or not.
The following options are available in this field:
 Yes: To enable respondents to add the collaborators, select this
option.
Note: If you select this option, an additional Collaboration tab is
made available to all the respondents and the respondents can
add collaborators and send the current response to other user.


No: To disable respondents to add the collaborators, select this
option.

Note: If you select this option, an additional Collaboration tab is
not available to all the respondents and the respondents cannot
add collaborators.
Collaborate with Users
Related to Item
(appears only if you select
the option Select One or
More Individual Items
(Better for smaller Surveys
& Certifications) in Details
section. this field is available
for Supplier, Facilities and
Audit item types and the
Collaborative Response field
is set to Yes)

Select this check box, if you want to restrict the respondents to add
only item related users as the collaborators during the response
stage. If you select this check box, only users associated with the
selected item are populated in the User(s) field of the
Collaboration tab.
If you do not select this check box, all the users in the system are
populated in the User(s) field of the Collaboration tab of the
Response form for selection.
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Delete Last

To delete the last added row, click the Delete Last link.

Delete check box

To delete a particular row, select the Delete check box
corresponding to the row that you want to delete. The selected row
appears in a different color. On form submission, the selected row
is deleted.

Overall Response Approver
Use this section to add the overall response approver details for the current plan.
Overall Approver
Organization

Select the organization for the overall survey approver.
Note: All the organizations available in the Inspection
Management Solution application are listed in this field.

Field/List Name

Description

Overall Approver

Select the overall approver for a survey.
Note: This field displays all the users in the overall approver
organization with QSM – Approve Surveys activity rights from the
owner organization specified in the Ownership and Security
section.
Note: If you select an approver in this field, the
survey/scorecards/ certifications is sent to the approver selected
in this field after the response is approved by the item level
approver.
Note: If there are no item level approvers are specified, then the
surveys/scorecards/certifications are sent directly for overall
approver that you selected in this field.

Scheduling
Use this section to schedule survey/scorecard/certification frequency. Based on the schedule that
you specify here, the system triggers survey/scorecard/certification assignments.
Field/List Name

Description

Frequency

Select the survey/scorecard/certification frequency of the
questionnaire.
The following options are available in this field:
 Specific Date: To send the survey/scorecard/certification
questionnaire on a specific date, select this option.
 Weekly: To send the survey/scorecard/certification
questionnaire every week, select this option.
 Monthly: To send the survey/scorecard/certification
questionnaire every month, select this option.
 Quarterly: To send the survey/scorecard/certification
questionnaire every quarter, select this option.
 Semi‐Annually: To send the survey/scorecard/certification
questionnaire once in every six month, select this option.
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Frequency

Annually: To send the survey/scorecard/certification
questionnaire once in a year, select this option.
Live: To provide a permanent link to the respondent for a
survey/certification/scorecard, select this option.

Note: If you select Live option the survey/scorecard/certification
assignment generated and a link is created with the name of the
survey/scorecard/certification and made available in the Respond
to Live Surveys infoport of Respond infocenter to all the selected
users.
Note: For approval enabled live surveys /scorecards /certifications,
the live assignment is made available to the user again in the
Respond to Live Surveys infoport only after the approver approves
the submitted live responses.


Run Now: To send the survey/scorecard/certification
questionnaire immediately, select this option.

Note: If you select Run Now option, the Ownership and Security
section is made unavailable and the approval workflow is skipped.
The assignments are generated to the respondents immediately.
Start Date

Enter the date by which the survey/scorecard/certification task is
scheduled.
Note: The application triggers the survey/scorecard/certification
assignments from the date that you specify in this field. You must
enter date in MM/DD/YYYY format.
Note: If you select the value Run Now in Frequency field, this field
defaults to current system date and this field is non‐editable.

Due After (Calendar Days)
(this field is not available for
Live frequency)

Enter the due date of the survey/scorecard/certification. This is
numeric entry field.
The Due After field specifies a due offset in number of calendar
days selected in the Frequency field.
The following are the range of values that you can enter in this field
for different type of frequencies:

Weekly (0 to 6)

Monthly(0 to 31)

Quarterly (0 to 92)

Semi‐Annually (0 to 183)

Annually (0 to 365)

Run Now (any number between 0‐999)

Specific Date (any number between 0‐999)
For example:
Frequency =Weekly
Start Date= Feb29, 2012
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Due After (Calendar Days)= 5
Survey is triggered on = Mar 5, 2012
Note: You must enter date in MM/DD/YYYY format.
Note: Any number between 0‐999 can be entered in this field
negative and decimal numbers are not allowed.
End By
(this field is made unavailable
for Run Now frequency)

Enter the end date by which the survey/scorecard/certification
task recurrence schedule must end.
Note: You must enter date in MM/DD/YYYY format.
Note: The survey/scorecard/certification task assignments are not
generated after the date in this field.
Note: You can enter any future date and must be greater than the
Start Date.

Next Scheduled Date (read‐
only)

The application populates the date latest by which the next
survey/ scorecard/certification task assignments are sent to the
respondents. This value is populated based on the frequency,
start date, Due After (Calendar Days) and End By field values.

Field/List Name

Description

Close Date
(available only if the:
 Manage Survey = Keep
Open
 Frequency = Specific
Date or Run Now)

Enter the date by which you want to close the plan. Based on the
date that you enter, the plan is made available for editing to the
plan initiator.
Note: You can enter any date which is greater than or equal to the
current date.
Note: This field is editable when you edit a plan after creation.
Note: This field is non‐ editable, if the plan is reopened and the
current date is greater than the Close Date specified during the
plan creation.

Reporting Period Type
(read‐only)
(available only when the
Frequency field is set to Run
Now)

This field displays the type of reporting for the current survey/
scorecard/certification. The value in this field is populated
based on the value that you select in the Reporting Period Type
Field of Questionnaire form.
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Reporting Period

Select the reporting period for which the current
survey/scorecard/certification is valid.
Note: The values in this field are populated based on the Reporting
Period Type selected during the Questionnaire creation.
Note: The values are populated based on the data table and this
field displays different options for each reporting period type.
Note: This field is made unavailable if the Reporting Period Type is
not selected during the questionnaire.
Note: This field is configurable.

Prepopulate Response check
box (this check box is made
unavailable if you select the
following values in
Frequency field:
 Run Now
 Specific Date)

Use this check box to indicate whether you want to pre‐populate
the previous survey/scorecard/certification responses in the
Response form or not.
 If you want to pre‐populate the previous responses in the
Response form, select this check box.
 If you do not want to pre‐populate previous responses in the
Response form, clear this check box.
Note: If you select this check box, the Response form populates
the previous responses provided by the respondent when the
respondent accesses the form. The respondent can change the
responses, if required.
Example: If the frequency of the survey is annual, the application
populates the previous year's responses in the next year's survey
in the Response form.

Field/List Name

Description

General
Use this section to enter the details of the survey/scorecard/questionnaire.
Instruction/Guidelines

Type the instructions for responding to the
survey/scorecard/certification. The detail that you enter here
enables the respondents to answer the questionnaire effectively.
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The two certification related fields are available if you select the following field values:
Type field = Certification
Applies To field = Organization
Select From a Filtered List (Better for Large Surveys & Certifications) is selected in Details
section. Frequency field ≠ Run Now
This is a Sub‐Certification
Form

Use field to link two certifications so that one can be a sub‐
certification to another. The certifications that you select in this
field become sub‐certifications for the current certification that
you are creating.

Consider Sub‐Certifications
From Past 'x' Months

Enter the number of months the application needs to scan for the
linked past Sub‐certifications. This field is available only for
Certification type. Based on the value that you enter in this field,
the application displays all the selected sub‐certification in the
Certification Report section in the Responds To Certification
form. For example, if you enter 6 in this field, the application
scans for all the sub‐certifications linked to this certification in the
past six months and displays the details in the Certification Report
section of the Respond To Certification form.

Findings can be Added By

Specify the roles that can add findings while responding to this
questionnaire.
The following options are available in this field:
 Respondent: If you want the respondents to add the findings,
select this option.
 Approver: If you want the approvers to add the findings, select
this option.
If you select any one of the above options, an additional Findings/
Issues tab is made available to the respondents or approvers to
add findings related to the current survey/certification/scorecard
in the Respond To Survey/Scorecard /Certification form.
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Field/List Name

Description

Auto‐create Findings for
Overdue Responses check
box

Use this check box to indicate whether you want generate the auto
Issue assignment for the overdue response assignments or not.
 If you want to trigger the auto Issue assignments to the
respondents after passing the due date, select this check box.
 If you do not want to trigger the auto Issue assignments to the
respondents after passing the due date, clear this check box.
Note: An Issue assignment is assigned to the respondent based on
the configuration parameter setting. The Issue assignment is
made available in the My Tasks menu of the application. The
respondent cannot edit the details of the issue. However they can
delegate the issue to the other users.
Note: An e‐mail notification is triggered to the respondents
indicating that the Issue is assigned to them for further action.
Note: After the respondents submits the
survey/scorecard/certification assignment, the initiated Issue is
withdrawn from the respondents.

Show Scoring in Response

Specify whether you want the scoring related fields to be enabled
for respondents/approvers or not.
The following options are available in this field:
 Respondent: If you want enable the scoring related fields in
the Respond To Survey/Scorecard /Certification form for
respondents, select this option.
 Approver: If you want to enable the scoring related fields in
the Respond To Survey/Scorecard /Certification form for
approvers, select this option.
If you select any one of the option mentioned above, the following
scoring fields are available in the Respond To Survey/Scorecard
/Certification form. In Response Form Title:
 Overall Score
 Overall Grade
In Section hierarchical level:
 Weight
 Weighted Score
 Grade
In Questions hierarchical level:
 Score
 Target
 Weighted Score
 Grade
Note: This is applicable only for scorecards and scoring enabled
surveys.
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Ownership and Security
Use this section to select the owners owning the current survey/certification/scorecard.
This section is made unavailable, if you select the value Run Now in the Frequency field.
Field/List Name

Description

Owner Organizations

The owing organization depends on the type of
survey/scorecard/certification being created. The owner orgs
should be:
BISP/FIRE

Organization responsible for
maintaining survey
Organization that survey
applies to
Owner is the work group
being assessed

OISP
LISP
Owners

Select one or more owners for this survey/scorecard/certification.
Only owners of the survey/scorecard/certification can edit this
survey/scorecard/certification. The owners are the users who
belong to the owner organizations with the QSM – Manage
Surveys activity. If the initiator and owner are different, on
submission of the Survey/Scorecard/Certification form, an
assignment is generated to the survey/scorecard/certification
owner to take action on the submitted survey/scorecard/
certification.

Level 1 Approver

Select the first level approver for this survey/scorecard/
certification. Level 1 approver is a user who belongs to the owner
organizations with the QSM – Approve Surveys activity.
If you select any user in this field, on form submission, an
assignment is generated to the selected user to review and
approve the survey/scorecard/certification details.

Level 2 Approver

Select the level 2 approver for this survey/scorecard/certification.
Level 2 approver is a user who belongs to the owner organizations
with the QSM – Approve Surveys activity. If you select any user in
this field, after the first level approval, an assignment is generated
to the selected user to review and approve the
survey/scorecard/certification details.

Restrict Access To

Use this field to control access rights of users for this
survey/scorecard/certification content. If you select No
Restrictions in this field, all users with QSM ‐ View Surveys
activity can view this survey/scorecard/certification and all users
with QSM ‐ Manage All Surveys activity can edit this survey/
scorecard/certification. If you select Owner Organization in this
field, only users in the owner organization of the current area of
compliance with QSM ‐ View Surveys activity can view this
survey/scorecard/certification and only users in the owner
organization of the current survey/ scorecard/certification with
QSM ‐ Manage Surveys activity can edit this
survey/scorecard/certification.
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Survey/Scorecard/Certification Form > Reminders Tab
Use the Reminders tab to define the reminder e‐mail notification frequency based on which the
notifications must be sent to the respondents. You can define the reminder notification frequency
based on different reminder types in this tab. Based on the specified values, reminder e‐mail
notifications are sent to the respondents. This tab is not available if you select the value Live in
Frequency field.

Figure 33: Survey /Scorecard /Certification Form > Reminders Tab

Field/List Name

Description

Add link

To add a reminder e‐mail notifications, click the Add link.
The reminder notification related fields appear. To add additional
reminder e‐mail notifications, click this link as many times as
required.
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Reminder Type

Select the type of reminder e‐mail. The following options are
available in this field:
• Send Before Due Date: If you want to send the reminder email to the respondents before the due date, select this option
and then specify the number of days before in the Number of
Days field.
Note: The reminder e‐mail notification is triggered based on the
number of days specified in the Number of Days field.
•

Send After Due Date: If you want to send the reminder e-mail
to the respondents after the due date, select this option and
then specify the number of days after in the Number of Days
field.
• Send On Due Date: If you want to send the reminder e-mail to
the respondents on the due date, select this option.
• Send Now: If you want to send the reminder e-mail
notification immediately to respondents based on filters,
select this option.
Note: If you select this option, reminder e‐email notification is
sent to respondents based on filters immediately specified in the
Details tab.
Field/List Name

Description

Send To

Use this field to specify the respondents to whom the reminder
email notification needs to be triggered. The following options are
available in this field:
All Respondents: If you want to send the reminder e‐mail
notification about the survey/scorecard/certification response
to all the respondents, select this option.


Note: Based on the reminder type selected, an e‐mail reminder
notification is triggered to all the respondents selected in the
Details tab.
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Send To



All Incomplete Responses: If you want to send the reminder
email notification about the survey/scorecard/certification
response to only those respondents who have not submitted
their responses, select this option.

Note: Based on the reminder type selected, an e‐mail reminder
notification is triggered to those respondents who are not
responded to the survey/ scorecard/certification.
Note: The All Incomplete Responses option is made unavailable if
you select the value Send Now in the Response Type field.
Field/List Name

Description

Number of Days (this field is
made unavailable for Send
On Due Date and Send Now
reminder types)

Specify the number of days before or after the due date by which
a reminder e‐mail notification must be sent to the respondents.
Based on the value that you specify in this field the e‐mail
notification is triggered to the respondents.
The number that you specify in this field is always added or
subtracted by the response due date.
Due date is always calculated as follows:
Start Date + Due After = Due Date.
Example: Send After Due Date
Frequency = Weekly
Start Date = April 2, 2012
Due After (Calendar Days)= 5
Due date = April 2nd + 5 days = April 7th
Reminder Type = Send After Due Date
Number of Days = 5
Reminder e‐mail = April 7th + 5 days = April 12th
Example: Send Before Due Date
Frequency = Weekly
Start Date = April 2, 2012
Due After (Calendar Days) = 5
Due date = April 2nd + 5 days = April 7th
Reminder Type = Send Before Due Date
Number of Days = 5
Reminder e‐mail = April 7th ‐ 5 days = April 2nd

CC to

Use this field to specify the respondents to whom the reminder
email notification needs to be copied.

Subject

Specify the subject of the reminder e‐mail notification. The text
that you enter here is added as a title of the reminder e‐mail
notification.
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Reminder Text

Specify the body text of the reminder e‐mail notification. The text
that you enter here is sent as the body of the reminder e‐mail
notification to the respondents.

Delete Last

To delete the last added row, click the Delete Last link.

Delete check box

To delete a particular row, select the Delete check box in line with
the row that you want to delete. The selected row appears in a
different color. On form submission, the selected row is deleted.

Survey /Scorecard /Certification Form > Action Section
Use the Action section to take action on the survey/scorecard/certification.

Figure 34: Survey/Scorecard/Certification Form > Approve Section

Field/List Name

Description

Action
Action

The following action is available in the
Survey/Scorecard/Certification form while you create a schedule
for questionnaire.
Submit: To submit the completed form and schedule the
survey/scorecard/certification, select this option.
Note: On form submission, the Survey/Scorecard/Certification
form is routed to the owner to take a decision on the created
survey/scorecard/certification schedule.

Comments

Enter your comments regarding the survey/scorecard/certification.
On form submission, the Comments History report is updated with
the comments that you enter.

Form Submission
To submit the current form, click the Submit icon.
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Task Assignments and E‐mail Notifications
After you submit the current form, the following assignments and emails are generated.
Assignment
Made To…

When You Select the
Option/User…

Form Assigned…

E‐mail
Sent To…

Owner

Owner name in the Owner(s) field.

Survey/Scorecard/Certification

Not
applicable

Inspector
This is
applicable
only when
set frequency
is Run Now.

User or roles in the User/Role(s)
field.

Survey / Scorecard/
Certification

Inspector

Responding to Survey/Scorecard/Certification
Using the Survey/Scorecard/Certification form, an assessor can respond to the surveys/scorecards/
certification. The assessor can record and report the details of findings/issues. You can add findings/
issues only for the surveys/scorecards/certifications for which the assessor selected in the Findings
Can Be Added By field in the Survey /Scorecard / Certification form. This setting is created during the
plan creation stage. You can also add collaborators and send the response to different users of the
selected organization to respond to the same survey/scorecard/certification.

Navigation
To access the Scorecard / Survey/ Certification form:
Step 1 Navigate to the Surveys >> Respond infocenter >> Respond to Surveys/Respond to
Scorecards/Respond to Certifications infoport.

Figure 35: Accessing Survey /Scorecard /Certification Form

Step 2

Click the Respond To Scorecard <”Scorecard Name”> [Scorecard‐<Scorecard ID>] (PID) /
Respond To Survey <”Survey Name”> [Survey‐<Survey ID>] (PID) / Respond To
Certification <“Certification Name”> [Certification‐<Certification ID>] (PID) assignment
link.
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Alternatively, you can access from the My Tasks menu at the top of the home page.
Note: The current status of the assignment appears in the Status column correspond to the
assignment name.

Accessing Live Survey/Scorecard/Certification Assignments
To access the Live survey/Scorecard/certification assignments, perform the following steps:
Step 1
Navigate to the Surveys infocenter >> Respond sub‐infocenter >> Respond To Live Surveys
infoport.

Figure 36: Accessing Live/Survey/Scorecard/Certification Assignments

Step 2 Click the required assignment link in the Name column. These live assignments are
available for respondents and the respondents can respond to these
surveys/scorecards/certifications whenever required. Once you respond to the live
survey/scorecard/certification available in this infoport, the system generates the response
assignment again for the same survey/scorecard/certification and the assignment is available in the
Respond To Live Surveys infoport for responding.

Survey/Scorecard/Certification Form > Header Section
Use the Header section to view the name, due date and related information about survey/scorecard/
certification.

Figure 37: Survey/Scorecard/Certification Form > Survey Header Section

Field/List Name

Description

Applies To Assets (read‐
only)

This field displays the asset name to which this survey/scorecard/
certification applies to.
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Due Date
(read‐only)

The date by which you need to respond to this survey/scorecard/
certification appears.

Instructions/Guidelines
(read‐only)

This field displays the general instruction to be followed while
responding to the current survey/scorecard/certification.
The value in this field is populated from the
Survey/Scorecard/Certification form. You can view up to 500
characters. To read the complete instructions, click the Expand
Instructions link. The instructions/guidelines are visible completely
as show in the below figure.

Survey/Scorecard/Certification Form > Questions
The details in the Questions tab are populated based on the questionnaire selected in the Survey/
Scorecard/Certification form during the initiation stage. This tab displays the sections and related
questions. If the questions are mandatory, you need to answer all the questions and optional
questions can be left without answering while responding to survey/scorecard/certification. The
mandatory questions are marked with red asterisk .
The questionnaire may contain the conditional questions, which appears based on the condition
defined at the setup level to display the conditional question. The conditional questions are displayed
below the parent question in this tab. You can provide comments for each question in this tab. You
can access the sections using the Jump to Section field or the navigation options available at the
bottom of the Questions tab.
Section ‐ 1

Figure 38: Survey/ Scorecard/ Certification Form > Section ‐ 1
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Section ‐ 2

Figure 39: Survey / Scorecard/ Certification Form > Section ‐ 2

Section ‐ 3

Figure 40: Survey/Scorecard/Certification Form > Section ‐ 3
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Field/List Name

Description

Jump to Section

Select the section of the questionnaire to which you want to
navigate and respond. This field displays all the sections of the
questionnaire. When you access the form, by default, the
application displays the first section and its related questions. In
the below figure, the questionnaire has 8 sections, you can click
the required section name to navigate to the respective section
and respond to the questions.

You can also use the navigation options available at the bottom of
the Questions tab to navigate to the previous and next sections.
The following navigation options are available:
<< Previous Section: < Previous Section Link Name>: To navigate
to the previous section of the questionnaire, click the section name
next to the navigation label.
For example, if you are accessing the second section of the
questionnaire, that is, Are any of the following metals neces..., this
link displays the first section name as shown below:

Note: When there is only one section or if you are viewing the first
section of the questionnaire, this option does not display section
name link.
Note: If you are viewing the last section of the questionnaire, this
option displays the first section name link.
<< Next Section: < Next Section Link Name>: To navigate to the
next section of the questionnaire, click the section name next to
the navigation label. For example, if you are accessing the first
section of the questionnaire, that is, Company Information, this
link displays the next section name as shown below:

Note: If you are viewing the last section of the questionnaire, this
option does not display section name link.
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Questions section
This section displays all the questions defined for the particular section.
Field/List Name

Description

Question

The question that is defined during questionnaire creation appears.
Provide your response for the question in this field. The value in this
field varies based on the response type selected at the time of
questionnaire creation. Based on the response that you provide for
a question, if any conditional questions are defined, conditional
question appears below the current question. You need to provide
the response for the conditional question. You can enter comments,
if any in the comments field. To add comments, refer to the
comments field description below. You can view the question up to
500 characters. To read the complete question, click the Click for
more details... link as shown in the below figure.

Comments

Type the comments regarding the response to a particular
question.
Note: The RTF icon

is available based on the configuration

parameter settings.
If the RTF
comments.

is enabled, follow the below steps to enter

1. Click the RTF icon
.
The RTF window appears.
2. Type the required details.
Save and close the RTF window.
Comments History link

Click this link to view the comments history report.

Adding Findings
In the Finding/Issues tab of Survey/Scorecard/Certification form the assessor can add findings. The
findings are assigned to the user with the role issue contact.
Note: All the users are associated with the issue contact role and to the ND organization.
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Figure 41: Survey/Scorecard/Certification Form > Findings/Issue tab

Field Name

Description

Finding/Issue link

Click this link to add new findings.

Finding/Issue Title

Enter the name of the findings.

Linked Questions

Select the questions linked to this findings.

Issue Details

Enter the details of the findings.

Issue Rating

Select any one of the following issue ratings:
 High
 Medium
 Low
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Finding Type

Select any one of the following findings type:
 Content Mapping
 Control Failure
 Data Breach
 Deviation from Policy
 Deviation from Process
 Documentation
 Event and Incident
 Fraud
 Misstatement
 Other
 Performance Deviation
 Threat and Vulnerability
 Training
 Type CATS

Issue Disposition

Select the following issue disposition:
 Reportable
 Reportable (already addressed)
 Non Reportable (Discussion Only)

Repeat Finding

Select any one of the following options:
 Yes ‐ If the findings are repeat
 No ‐ If the findings are not repeat

Recommendations

Enter any recommendations.

Ownership
Owner Organizations
(appears only if you select
the value reportable in Issue
Disposition field)

Select the owner organization responsible for maintaining the
findings. This field displays the various levels for organizations
available to the current user.

Issue Owner

Select the user who is responsible for maintaining the issue. This
field displays the user who has the Issue Owner activity.

Issue Due Date

Issue due date is the date before which the issue is expected to be
resolved. Select the issue due date from the calendar icon. Any
date greater than the system date can be selected.
Note: The date format is in MM/DD/YYYY format.

Form Submission
To take action on the current form, click the Submit icon.
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Approving Survey/Scorecard/Certification
The overall approver can approve the survey initiated by inspector admin. Using the
Survey/Scorecard/Certification form the overall approver can view the form and approve.

Navigation
To access the Survey / Scorecard / Certification form, perform the following steps:
Step 1 Navigate to >> Survey infocenter >> Approve Response >> Approve Response sub
infocenter >> Approve Survey / Scorecard / Certification infoport.

Figure 42: Accessing Survey / Scorecard / Certification Form

Step 2

Click the required task assignment link for approving the survey.

Note: The assignment can also be accessed through My Tasks menu.
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Approve Survey / Scorecard / Certification form > Overall Approver

Figure 43: Approve Survey / Scorecard / Certification

Most of the field details in this form are populated from the previous stage. Review the filed values as
it appears.
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Approve Survey/Scorecard/Certification form ‐Action (on Form Submission) Section

Figure 44: Approve Survey / Scorecard /Certification > Action

Field

Description

Action

The following action is available in the
Survey/Scorecard/Certification form while you are working on
the Survey/Scorecard/Certification form as overall approver.
Approve ‐ Select this option to approve the survey.

Comments

Use this field to add comments regarding the Survey / Scorecard /
Certification. After you submit the current form, the report is
updated with the comments that you enter.

Comments History link

To view the Comments History report, click the Comments History
report link. The Comments History report appears. This report
displays the comments entered by all the users who worked on this
form in a chronological order. Click the Done button to close the
report. This report does not display any value if there are no
previous comments entered.

Managing Issues
The Manage Issue form is assigned to the Issue Contact by the inspector while responding to the
survey.
To access the Manage Issue form, perform the following steps:
Step 1
infoport.

Navigate to >> Issues infocenter >> Create/Manage Issues sub infocenter >> My Issues

Figure 45: Accessing Manage Issues Form

Step 2

Click the required task assignment link to manage issues.

Note: The assignment can also be accessed through My Tasks menu.
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Manage Issue Form

Figure 46: Manage Issue Form

General
Field/List Name

Displays the...

Issue Description

Description of the findings.

Date First Identified

Date when the issue was first identified in MM/DD/YYYY format.

Issue Type

One or more issue type. This is populated from the Finding Types
from the Survey/Scorecard/Certification form.
 Content Mapping
 Control Failure
 Data Breach
 Deviation from Policy
 Deviation from Process
 Documentation
 Event and Incident
 Fraud
 Misstatement
 Other
 Performance Deviation
 Threat and Vulnerability
 Training
 Type CATS
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Exception Type

A relevant issue exception type. The following options are available:
 Design Exception – Select this option if the issue is design
based.
 Design & Operating Exception – Select this option if the issue is
both design and process based.
 Operational Exception – Select this option if the issue is
process based.

Related Issues

This field displays the issues listed in the Issue List Report for the
logged in user based on the activities assigned to the user. Issues
available in the Issue List report is same as the list of values
available in this field.
Note: The Issue List Report does not display the current issue.

Repeat Issue

This field to indicate whether the current issue is a repetition of an
already existing issue or not. The available options are:
 Yes ‐ If the issue is repetitive, select this option.
 No ‐ If the issue is new, select this option.

Source
Source Type

A relevant source type for the issue.
The available options are:
 Ad‐Hoc
 Surveys
 Audit
 Test Execution
 GRC Intelligence
 Scenario Analysis
 Risk Assessment
 Internal Loss Events
 Conflict Minerals
 Business Continuity Management
 IT‐GRC
Note: By default this field is hidden when Issue Management is a
standalone application. If other applications are integrated with
the Issue Management application, you can select the source
type from the integrated application. For example, if you select
Surveys as source type, you can select the required Source title
from the Source Type field.

Source

The source of the issue.

Source (Finding/Issue ID)
(read‐only)

The Finding/Issue ID of the issues appears.
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Priority and Issue Due Date
Priority

A value that defines the priority of the issue. Issue priority is the
order in which issues are addressed.
The following options are available:
 High
 Low
 Medium

Issue Due Date

The date by which the issue is expected to be resolved in MM/DD/

YYYY format.
Rating and Impact
Issue Rating

The rating of the findings. Rating the current issue is based on
the impact that this issue can have on the organization. The
impact is considered when we rate the issue. The following
options are available:
 High
 Medium
 Low

Impact

The impact of the findings. Impact is when the issue is already
existent and is rated based on the effect this issue has on the
organization.
The following options are available:
 High
 Medium
 Low

Likelihood

Indicates the rate of frequency with which an issue can occur. The
probability of a particular issue occurring again can be rated as
follows:
 High
 Medium
 Low

Loss/Gain

Indicates if the current issue is leading to loss or gain.

Manage Issue Form > Issue Review/Approval Section

Figure 47: Manage Issue Form > Issue Review/Approval Section
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Field/List Name

Description

Issue Review/Approval
Action

Select the required action for the issue. You have the following actions
available:
 Cancel Issue – To cancel the issue, select this option. The Issue
Contact can request cancellation of the issue
 Request Clarification ‐ The Issue Contact can send the issue back to
the Issue Assessor for additional clarifications.
 Send for Approval ‐ The Issue Contact send it for approval to the
 Close Issue ‐ To close the current issue, select this option.
 Delegate Issue ‐ To delegate the current issue, select this option.
This option is not available after the form is delegated.
 Due Date Change Request ‐ To request the for additional time or
lessen the time allotted for completing the issue.
 Reassign Owner ‐ To reassign the Issue Owner, select this option.

Requested Due Date
(appears only if you
select the value Due
Date Change Request
in the Action field)

Enter or select the issue due date that you want to propose.

Issue Owner (appears
only if you select the
value Reassign Owner
in the
Action field)

Select the Issue Owner to whom you want to reassign the current issue.

Comments

Enter your comments regarding the action. On form submission, the
Comments History report is updated with the comments that you enter.

Issue Comments
History link

To view the Comments History report, click the Comments History
report link. The Comments History report appears. This report displays
the comments entered by all the users who worked on this form in a
chronological order. Click the Done button to close the report.

Closing Survey / Scorecard / Certification
The Overall Approver closes the Survey/Scorecard/Certification form.

Navigation
To access the Survey / Scorecard / Certification form, perform the following steps:
Step 1 Navigate to >> Survey infocenter >> Approve Response >> Approve Response sub
infocenter >> Approve Survey / Scorecard / Certification infoport.
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Figure 48: Accessing Survey / Scorecard / Certification Form

Step 2

Click the required task assignment link for closing the survey.

Note: The assignment can also be accessed through My Tasks menu.
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Closing Survey / Scorecard / Certification form > Overall Approver

Figure 49: Closing Survey / Scorecard / Certification

Most of the field details in this form are populated from the previous stages. Review the filed values
as it appears.
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Closing Survey / Scorecard / Certification form ‐Action(on Form Submission) Section

Figure 50: Closing Survey / Scorecard /Certification > Action

Field

Description

Action

The following action is available in the
Survey/Scorecard/Certification form while you are working on
the Survey/Scorecard/Certification form as overall approver.
Close ‐ Select this option to close the survey.

Comments

Use this field to add comments regarding the Survey / Scorecard /
Certification. After you submit the current form, the report is
updated with the comments that you enter.

Comments History link

To view the Comments History report, click the Comments History
report link. The Comments History report appears. This report
displays the comments entered by all the users who worked on this
form in a chronological order. Click the Done button to close the
report. This report does not display any value if there are no
previous comments entered.

Form Submission
To submit the contents of the current form, click the Submit icon.

Reopening Issues
You can reopen closed issues. The user with inspection admin role can reopen the closed issues.
To reopen a closed issue, perform the following steps:
Step 1

Navigate to Issues infocenter >> Reopen Issue sub‐infocenter >> Reopen infoport.

Step 2

Then, click the gear icon in the Actions column of the Reopen Issues report to display the
various actions that can be performed on the closed issue.
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Figure 51: Accessing Reopen Issue Form

Step 3

Click Reopen Issue to open the Closed Issue form.

Closed Issue Form > Reopen Issue

Figure 52: Closed Issue Form > Reopen Issue
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Only the following fields are editable in the reopened Issue form:


Issue Owner



Issue Due Date

All the fields in the reopened Issue form except the Issue Review/Approval section will be same as
that of the Manage Issue form based on from which stage the Issue form is closed.
NOTE:


The Related To tab, Action Plan tab, and Additional Details tab are non‐editable in the Issue form
at this stage.



Status of Issue changes to Reopened when the issue is assigned to the Issue Owner in the Manage
or Monitor stage.



If Administrator changes the Issue Due Date, then the Issue will be assigned to the Issue Owner
and, there is no need for approval.



If you try to submit the form with the Issue Due Date less than the current date, then a pop‐up
message appears stating that Issue Due Date should be greater than or equal to the Current Date.
Then, the user needs to select a date greater than the current date in the Issue Due Date field
before submitting the form.



Once the issue is assigned to the Issue Owner in Manage or Monitor stage, the issue will follow the
regular issue flow from that particular stage.



At the Manage stage, the action Request for Clarification is restricted to the user so that the
reopened Issue is not sent back to the Initiator or Initial Approver.



You can reopen the issues multiple times. The number of times the issue is reopened is captured
in the # Issue Reopen field in the Manage form that is reopened, as shown in the figure below.

Reopen Issue Form > Issue Review/Approval Section

Figure 53: Reopen Issue Form > Issue Review/Approval Section

The default action available in the Issue Review/Approval section of the Issue form at this stage is
Reopen Issue.
Click the Submit icon to save the changes made to the form.
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Note: Comments are mandatory for the Administrator to reopen the Issue. These comments are
reflected in the Issue Comment History Report in the Manage Issue form.

Task Assignments and E‐mail Notifications
After you submit the current form, the following task assignments and e‐mail notifications are
generated.
Assignment Made
to the...

When You Select the Option...

Form Assigned...

E‐Mail Sent to
the...

Issue Contact

Reopen Issue

Manage Issue





Issue Owner
Re‐assigned
Issue owner

Updating Issues
You can update closed issues.
To update a closed issue:
Step 1

Navigate to Issue infocenter >> Reopen Issues sub‐infocenter >> Reopen infoport.

Step 2

Then, click the gear icon in the Actions column of the Reopen Issues report to display the
various actions that can be performed on the closed issue.

Figure 54: Accessing Closed Issue Form

Step 3

Click Update Issue to open the Closed Issue form.
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Closed Issue Form > Update Issue

Figure 55: Closed Issue Form > Update Issue

If the issue is closed at Manage stage, the following fields are editable in the Issue form:


Issue Title



Issue Description



Action Title



Action Description

Note:


The Related To tab, Action Plan tab, and Additional Details tab are available in non‐editable mode
in the Issue form at this stage.



There is no change in the status of the issue when an issue is updated.



An issue can be updated multiple times.
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Update Issue Form > Issue Review/Approval Section

Figure 56: Issue Review/Approval Section

The default action available in the Issue Review/Approval section of the Issue form at this stage is
Update Issue. Click the Submit icon to update the field changes made to the form.

Task Assignments and E‐mail Notifications
After you submit the current form, the following task assignments and e‐mail notifications are
generated.
Assignment Made
to the...

When You Select the Option...

Form Assigned...

E‐Mail Sent to
the...

Not Applicable.

Update Issue

Not Applicable

Issue Contact
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4

Reports

This chapter provides information on the reports that are available in the Inspection Management
Solution module of the complyND application.

Sections of this chapter:
1.

What Is a Report?

2.

Report Filters

3.

Report Drill‐Downs

4.

Load Preferences

5.

Inspection Management Solution Reports
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What Is a Report?
A report is a tabular representation of meaningful data, which you can use to make informed decisions.
It is normally made up of one or more columns. Some reports provide drill‐down reports.

Report Filters
Use the report filters to narrow down your search. The search parameters perform the function of
filters to refine the output of reports. You can access report filters by clicking the Filter button on the
upper‐right corner of the report page. Alternatively, you can access report filters by clicking the
downward‐pointing arrow as shown in the below figure.

Figure 57: Accessing Report Filters

After you click the arrow or Filters button, the related filter window appears. Enter the search criteria,
as required. Click the Submit button. Based on the criteria that you enter, the report data is displayed.
To clear the contents in all filter fields click the Clear All button. To hide the filters, click the Hide Filters
button or upward‐pointing arrow

at the bottom of the filter fields’ window.

Figure 58: Report Filters

The following two types of parameters are available in the filter forms:


Mandatory filter parameters: You must provide data in the parameter field.



Optional filter parameters: You can provide data in the parameter fields or leave them blank.

Note: You can enter search criteria in all filter fields or in just a few fields, as required. The application
applies an “AND” condition to all the filter criteria that you enter.

Note: You can also click the Submit button without entering any filter criteria in any of the filter fields,
provided there are no mandatory filter fields. This type of search returns one or more existing contents
in the application.
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Report Drill‐Downs
A few reports can have associated drill‐down reports or forms. To access drill‐down reports,
click a column link in the parent report. A child report or associated form appears.
Note: It is advisable to access parent reports, which provide access to drill‐down reports,
from the Reports infoport of an infocenter as parent reports may require key field values
(parameter entries).
To access drill‐down reports, click the text that is clickable in the relevant column. Not all
reports have a drill‐down report.

Load Preferences
The Load Preference feature allows you to save filter preferences and report preferences in
a specific report. Saved preferences are the saved searches where the commonly used
criteria is saved and reused. By using the load preferences option, you can avoid to re‐enter
the filter or layout criteria every time when you access the report. The saved preference is
report‐specific and user‐specific.

Saving Filter Preferences
If you want to save your filter preference, the report that you are running must be configured
with filters.
Perform the following steps to save your filter preferences for a specific report:
Step 1

Navigate to the specific report.

Step 2

Run the report.

The report appears.
Step 3

Click

.

The filter screen appears with one or more available filters.
Step 4

Enter the filter criteria, as required.

Figure 59: Filter Criteria

Step 5
Step 6

Click inside the Load Preference filed.
Type a suitable name for the specific load preference. For example, “Aug BISP”.
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Note: If one or more load preferences are saved, these values appear in the drop‐down list.
If there are no values, you must type the required value within the Load Preference field.
Step 7

Click the Save button.

The load preference is saved.
Step 8

Click the Submit button.

Note: Once you click the Submit button, the Delete button is made available. To delete a
saved load preference, select that specific load preference and click the Delete button.
The preference that you saved for filters appears.
Note: Now, you have saved your load preference for a specific report. You may save one or
more load preferences, as required. For every additional load preference that you want to
create, repeat the steps 1 through 8.

Inspection Management Solution Reports
The following table lists all the reports available in the Inspection Management Solution
module. The common questions regarding the usage of the report and a link to the respective
report as an answer to the question is available in the table.
Sl. No.

Reports

1.

Departmental Summary Report

2.

Question Response Summary Report

3.

Repeat Findings Summary Report

4.

Section JA Score Summary Report

5.

Question ‐ Finding Severity Summary Report

6.

Open Issues Report

7.

Assets Not Validated Summary Report

8.

Issue Closure Report

9.

College Summary Report

10.

University Summary Report

11.

Upload Status Report
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List Reports
List reports are those which are listed in one or more infoports.

Accessing List Reports
To access the List reports:
Step 1

Navigate to the Survey infocenter >> ND ISP Reports sub‐infocenter >> Reports

infoport.
You can find the list of report names in the related infoport.
Step 2

Click the required report name link.

The report appears.
Note: One or more List reports can be open office reports.

Departmental Summary Report
Use the report to view the list of departments that are in different statuses of the workflow.
Inspection Admin ‐ Will show only data for the org to which the Inspection Admin has access
to.

Figure 60: Departmental Summary Report

Column Name

Displays the

You can expand each row and view the description of the content.
To expand a row, click the Expand icon
next to the row that you want to expand.
Note: To hide the additional details, click the Collapse icon .
Department

Name of the Department.

Survey Title

Name of the Survey related to the department.

Primary Contact

Name of the Primary contact who can receive the inspection certificate.

Building

Name of the building related to the department.
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Asset Inspected

List of assets inspected in a particular department.

JA Score

Joint assessment score.

RA Score

Risk assessment score.

# of Serious

Seriousness of risk in number.

# Corrected

Corrected risk in number.

# of Intermediate

Number of Intermediate value.

# Corrected

Number of corrected intermediate value.

# of Minor

Number of minor value.

# Corrected

Number of Corrected minor value.

Total

Total value in number.

Total Corrected

Total corrected value in number

Percent Complete

Percentage of completion.

Number of Repeat
Findings

Number of findings which are repeated.

On Plan

On plan value.

Column Name

Displays the

Validated On

Date on which the asset

Print

Click this link to print certificate. The following is the image of a
certificate.

Department Summary Report Filters
To retrieve specific records in the related report, use these filter parameters.
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Figure 61: Department Summary Report Filters

Filter Name

Use the filter to . . .

The report details are narrowed down based on the values that you select in the filter fields.
Inspection Type

Select the type of inspection.
The following options are available:
 LISP
 OISP
 BISP
 FIRE

Organization

Select one or more organizations name.

From Date

Enter the date.
Note: The application displays all the notifications that are sent from
the entered date.

To Date

Enter the date.
Note: The application displays all the notifications that are sent until
the entered date.

Question Response Summary Report
Use the Question Response Summary Report to view the details of the responses from
respondents. This report displays the details of all the responses based on the filter values.

Figure 62: Question Response Summary Report
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Column Name

Displays the...

You can expand each row and view the description of the content.
To expand a row, click the Expand icon
next to the row that you want to expand.
Note: To hide the additional details, click the Collapse icon .
Response

Type of response.

Count

Count in number.

Percent

Percentage value.

Question Response Summary Report Filters

Figure 63: Question Response Summary Report Filters

Filter Name

Use this filter to . . .

The report details are narrowed down based on the values that you select in the filter fields.
Hierarchy

Select any one of the following organization levels.

University

Executive Leadership

Division

Department Unit

Work Group

Organization

Select organization name.

Questionnaire

Select one or more section questionnaire.

Section

Select a section.

Question

Select a question.

Repeat Findings Summary Report
Use this report to view the list of findings repeated.
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Figure 64: Repeat Findings Summary Report

Column Name

Displays the...

Asset Inspected

Asset details inspected.

# of Repeat Findings

Number of repeat findings.

Repeat Findings Summary Report Filters

Figure 65: Repeat Findings Summary Report Filters

Filter Name

Use this filter to . . .

The report details are narrowed down based on the values that you select in the filter fields.
Hierarchy

Select any one of the following organization levels.
University

Executive Leadership

Division

Department Unit

Work Group


Organization

Select one or more organizations name responsible for the findings.

Inspection Type

Select one or more inspection types in which the findings
occured LISP: Select this option for Laboratory/Space BISP:
Select this option for Buildings.
 OISP: Select this option for organization
 FIRE: Select this option for Buildings/Assets.

Questionnaire

Select one or more questionnaires.

Section

Select a section.
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Question

Select a question.

Include Asset In Calculation

Select any one of the following option.
 Yes: To include asset for calculation.
 No: Not to include asset for calculation.

From Date

Enter the date.
Note: The application displays all the notifications that are sent from
the entered date.

To Date

Enter the date.
Note: The application displays all the notifications that are sent until
the entered date.

Section JA Score Summary Report
Use this report to view the summary of joint assessment score, assets inspected for a section.

Figure 66: Section JA Score Summary Report

Column Name

Displays the...

You can expand each row and view description of the content. To expand a row, click the
Expand icon
next to the row that you want to expand.
Note: To hide the additional details, click the Collapse icon

.

The inspections are color coded based on the due date and validity dates. The following are
the color codes and descriptions:
Section

Section name.

Asset Inspected

Name of the asset inspected.

JA Score

Joint assessment score.
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Section JA Score Summary Report Filters

Figure 67: Section JA Score Summary Report Filters

Filter Name

Use this filter to . . .

The report details are narrowed down based on the values that you select in the filter fields.
Hierarchy

Select any one of the following organization levels.

University

Executive Leadership

Division

Department Unit

Work Group

Organization

Select one or more organizations name responsible for the findings.

Inspection Type

Select one or more inspection types in which the findings
occurred
LISP: Select this option for Laboratory/Space
BISP: Select this option for Buildings.
 OISP: Select this option for organization
 FIRE: Select this option for Buildings/Assets.

Questionnaire

Select one or more questionnaires.

Section

Select a section.

Include Asset in Calculation

Select any one of the following option.
 Yes: To include asset for calculation.
 No: Not to include asset for calculation.

Question ‐ Finding Severity Summary Report
The Question ‐ Finding Severity Summary Report displays the severity of the findings in
the Inspection Management Solution module.

Figure 68: Question ‐ Finding Severity Summary Report
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Column Name

Displays the...

Question

Questions for the findings.

Severe

Severity rating of the risk involved for the findings.

Percent

Severity percentage of the risk involved for the findings.

Intermediate

Intermediate rating of the risk involved for the findings.

Percent

Severity percentage of the risk involved for the findings.

Minor

Minor rating of the risk involved for the findings.

Percent

Severity percentage of the risk involved for the findings.

Question ‐ Finding Severity Summary Report Filters

Figure 69: Question ‐ Finding Severity Summary Report Filters

Filter Name

Use this filter to . . .

The report details are narrowed down based on the values that you select in the filter fields.
Hierarchy

Select any one of the following organization levels.

University

Executive Leadership

Division

Department Unit

Work Group

Organization

Select an organization.

Questionnaire

Select a questionnaire.

Section

Select a section.

Question

Select a question.

Open Issues Report
Use the Open Issues Report to view the details of the open issues.
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Figure 70: Open Issues Report

Column Name

Displays the...

You can expand each row and view the description of the content.
To expand a row, click the Expand icon
next to the row that you want to expand.
Note: To hide the additional details, click the Collapse icon .
Department

Name of the department responsible for issues/findings.

College/Division

Name of the college/division responsible for issues/findings.

Asset Inspected

The details of the asset inspected.

Issue Name

Name of the issue.

Issue Severity

The severity of the issue.
 High
 Medium
 Low

Issue Owner

Name of the issue owner.

Direct Supervisor

The name of the direct supervisor.

Dotted Supervisor(s)

The name of the dotted supervisors.

Date Identified

The date on which the issue was identified.

Issue Due Date

Date by which the issue is needs to be completed.

Issue Overdue (Days)

Number of days in which the issue is overdue to be completed.

Open Issues Report Filters

Figure 71: Open Issues Report Filters
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Filter Name

Use this filter to . . .

The report details are narrowed down based on the values that you select in the filter fields.
Inspection Type

Select one or more inspection types in which the findings
occurred
LISP: Select this option for Laboratory/Space
BISP: Select this option for Buildings.
 OISP: Select this option for organization
 FIRE: Select this option for Buildings/Assets.

From Date

Enter the date.
Note: The application displays all the notifications that are sent from
the entered date.

Organization(s)

Select one or more organizations types.

To Date

Enter the date.
Note: The application displays all the notifications that are sent until
the entered date.

Issue Owner

Name of the issue owner.

Assets Not Validated Summary Report
Use this report to view the details of the assets which are not validated.

Figure 72: Asset Not Validated Summary Report

Column Name

Displays the...

You can expand each row and view the description of the content.
To expand a row, click the Expand icon
next to the row that you want to expand.
Note: To hide the additional details, click the Collapse icon .
Department

Name of the department.

Asset Inspected

Details of the asset inspected.

Primary Contact

Name of the primary contact.

Building

Name of the building.

Pending Item (s)

Details of the pending items.
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Assets Not Validated Summary Report Filters

Figure 73: Assets Not Validated Summary Report Filters

Filter Name

Use this filter to . . .

The report details are narrowed down based on the values that you select in the filter fields.
Organization(s)

Select one or more organization name.

From Date

Enter the date.
Note: The application displays all the notifications that are sent from
the entered date.

Inspection Type

Select one or more inspection types in which the findings
occurred
LISP: Select this option for Laboratory/Space
BISP: Select this option for Buildings.
 OISP: Select this option for organization
 FIRE: Select this option for Buildings/Assets.

To Date

Enter the date. The application displays all the notifications that
are sent until the entered date.
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Issue Closure Report
Use this report to view the details of issue closure.

Figure 74: Issue Closure Report

Column Name

Displays the...

You can expand each row and view the description of the content.
To expand a row, click the Expand icon

next to the row that you want to expand.

Department

Name of the department responsible for issues/findings.

College/Division

Name of the college/division responsible for issues/findings.

Asset Inspected

Details of the assets inspected.

Issue Owner

Name of the issue owner.

Total Issues

Total number of issues.

# Issue Closed On Time

Number of issues closed on time.

% issue Closed On Time

Percentage of issues closed on time.

# Issue Past Due Date

Number of issues which have past the due date.

% Issue Past Due Date

Percentage of issue which have past the due date.

# Issue Closed Past Date

Number of issue closed which have past the due date.

% Issue Closed Past Due
Date

Percentage of issue closed which have past the due date.

Note: Note: To hide the additional details, click the Collapse icon
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Issue Closure Report Filters

Figure 75: Issue Course Report Filters

Filter name

Use this filter to . . .

The report details are narrowed down based on the values that you select in the filter fields.
Inspection Type

Select one or more inspection types in which the findings
occurred
 LISP: Select this option for Laboratory/Space
 BISP: Select this option for Buildings.
 OISP: Select this option for organization
 FIRE: Select this option for Buildings/Assets.

From Date

Enter the date.
Note: The application displays all the notifications that are sent from
the entered date.

Organization(s)

Select one or more organizations name.

To Date

Enter the date.
The application displays all the notifications that are sent until the
entered date.

Issue Owner

Select the name of issue owner.

College Summary Report
Use the report to view the summary of the college.

Figure 76: College Summary Report
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Column Name

Displays the...

You can expand each row and view the description of the content.
To expand a row, click the Expand icon
next to the row that you want to expand.
Note: Note: To hide the additional details, click the Collapse icon .
Department

Select the name of the department.

# Evaluated

Number of feedbacks provided by the respondents for the
department.

# Validated

Number of feedbacks validated.

Percent Validated

Percentage validated.

College Summary Report Filters

Figure 77: College Summary Report Filters

Filter name

Use this filter to . . .

The report details are narrowed down based on the values that you select in the filter fields.
Organization

Select one or more organization.

Inspection Type

Select one or more inspection types in which the findings
occurred
 LISP: Select this option for Laboratory/Space
 BISP: Select this option for Buildings.
 OISP: Select this option for organization
 FIRE: Select this option for Buildings/Assets.

From Date

Enter the date.
Note: The application displays all the notifications that are sent from
the entered date.

To Date

Enter the date.
The application displays all the notifications that are sent until the
entered date.
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University Summary Report
Use the University Summary Report to view the summary report of the University.

Figure 78: University Summary Report

Column Name

Displays the...

You can expand each row and view the description of the content.
To expand a row, click the Expand icon
next to the row that you want to expand.
Note: Note: To hide the additional details, click the Collapse icon .
Department

Select the name of the department.

Inspection Type

Select one or more inspection types in which the findings
occurred
 LISP: Select this option for Laboratory/Space
 BISP: Select this option for Buildings.
 OISP: Select this option for organization
 FIRE: Select this option for Buildings/Assets.

Number Evaluated

Number of feedbacks provided by the respondents for the
department.

% Validated

Percentage of feedbacks validated.

Number Not Validated

Number of feedbacks which are not validated.

% of Deficiencies Corrected

Percentage of deficiencies corrected.

University Summary Report Filters

Figure 79: University Summary Report Filters
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Filter name

Use this filter to . . .

The report details are narrowed down based on the values that you select in the filter fields.
From Date

Select a date from the calendar icon to display the details of the
organization from the selected date.

To Date

Select a date from the calendar icon to display the details of the
organization till the selected date.

Organization

Select one or more organizations.

Inspection Type

Select one or more inspection types in which the findings
occurred

LISP: Select this option for Laboratory/Space 
 BISP: Select this option for Buildings.
 OISP: Select this option for organization
 FIRE: Select this option for Buildings/Assets.

Upload Status Report
Use the Upload Status Report to view the details of the assets, user and questionnaire uploaded.

Figure 80: Upload Status Report

Column Name

Displays the...

You can expand each row and view the description of the content.
To expand a row, click the Expand icon
next to the row that you want to expand.
Note: Note: To hide the additional details, click the Collapse icon .
Form Name

Name of the form.
Note: The form displays in this format. Eg: MS_GRC_ASSET

Status

Status of upload.

Imported On

Date of date imported

Success Template

Link to view the download details. Click the link Click to download
to view details.
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Error Template

Link to view the download details. Click the link Click to download
to view details.

Report Summary

Link to view the summary details. Click the link View Summary to
view details.

Stop/Restart Batch

Click

to stop or restart a batch.

Click

to trigger the workflow.

Trigger Workflow

Upload Status Report Filters

Figure 81: Upload Status Report Filters

Filter name

Use this filter to . . .

The report details are narrowed down based on the values that you select in the filter fields.
Form Name

Select a form name.

Process Instance ID

Select an instance ID of the process.

Start Date

Select a start date of the upload process.

End Date

Select an end date of the upload process.
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5

Dashboards

This chapter provides information on the dashboards that are available for the Inspection
Management Solution module of the complyND application..
Sections of this chapter:
1.

What is a Dashboard?

2.

Accessing Charts

3.

Search

4.

Dashboard Drill‐Downs

5.

Interactive Legends

6.

Inspection Management Solution Dashboards

What is a Dashboard?
A dashboard is a page that displays one or more charts. A chart is a graphical representation of data
in which the data is represented by symbols, such as, bars in a bar chart, lines in a line chart, or slices
in a pie chart. Dashboards enable you to make informed decisions.

Accessing Charts
You can access the charts through specific header sections of the infocentre. The dashboard names
are listed as links in the header section.

Accessing Dashboards
Step 1

Navigate to the ND ISP Reports Infocenter >> Dashboards

Figure 82: Accessing Dashboards

Step 2

Click the required dashboard name link.

The dashboard appears.
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Search
Using the search parameters, you can narrow down the search for the dashboard.

Figure 83: Search Parameter

Dashboard Drill‐Downs
The drill‐down option enables you to view associated dashboard charts and reports from the current
chart. Move the mouse over the data in the chart. If the mouse pointer changes to a hand symbol, it
is an indication that there is a drill‐down available. Click the data point. The drill‐down chart or report
appears.

Interactive Legends
The Interactive Legends allow the user to click the icon (legend) of a particular data series to hide it so
that the user can focus on the other data series available in the chart. The interactive legend feature
allows a section of the chart to slide‐out and slide‐in or hide and display.

Inspection Management Solution Dashboards
The following table provides the list of all the dashboards in Inspection Management Solution
application. Click the hyper linked text in the dashboard name column to know more about the
individual dashboards.
Sl.No.

Dashboard Name

1.

College Summary Chart Report

College Summary Chart Filters
Use the College Summary Chart filters to view the summary of college based on the search criteria.

Figure 84: College Summary Chart Filters
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Field name
Use these filters to view the College Summary dashboard. The dashboards are displayed based on
the values that you select in the filter fields.
Individual Chart Parameters

Displays the parameters name.

Parameter Description

Displays the description of the parameters.

Parameter Value

Select the type of Parameters.

Form Submission
To view the dashboard, click this button.

To cancel the entered search criteria and exit the Parameter Values
screen click this button.

College Summary Chart Report
The College Summary Chart is a bar chart.

Figure 85: College Summary Chart Report

Description

Drilled‐Down

This dashboard is a bar chart. It displays the college
summary reports

None
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Appendix A

Managing GRC Libraries
The GRC libraries contents are uploaded initially as one time activity and any future updates are
handled through integration.
The following are the GRC Library Contents in the Inspection Management Solution:


Asset ‐ Assets represent physical/logical information systems such as buildings, lab space, facility,
desktops, laptops, servers, virtual machines, and so on within Notre Dame.



Asset Class ‐ Helps in modelling the business and technical categorization of Assets. An Asset can
belong to one or more Asset Classes. An Asset Class can have one or more Assets.

Asset
Using the Asset form, you can categorize the Assets based on their features and operational
capabilities. This helps in mapping the business and technical categorization of Assets.
Note: An Asset can belong to one or more Asset Classes. An Asset Class can have one or more Assets.
Note: Assets for Campus Space Data (buildings, labs) will be automatically populated by the
integration with AIM. Do not create these manually for Campus Space Data.

Asset Form
Use the Asset form to create an asset.
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Figure 86: Asset Form

Asset Form > Header Section
Use the Header section to capture the Asset name and its business importance.

Figure 87: Asset Form Header
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Field Name

Description

Name

Use this field to describe the name of the Asset.
This is a free‐text‐entry field. The system allows you to create
multiple Assets with the same name.
Note: After entering the Asset name, if you navigate to any other
field, the Asset name appears in the form title.
Note: You can enter the same Asset name for multiple Assets.
After submitting the form, for each Asset, a unique Asset ID is
generated, which is appended to the Asset name.
Note: For every additional Asset, the Asset ID sequentially
increments by 1.The combination of Asset name and Asset ID is
unique for every Asset. For example, Asset: Dell Laptop 001 [ASST‐
1303]. Here Dell Laptop 001 is the Asset name and [ASST‐1303] is
the Asset ID.

Status
(read‐only)
Level

When you open this form for the first time, the status appears as
New. The status is automatically updated based on the workflow.

If you are mapping Assets with multiple levels, then use this field
to select the level of the current Asset. Sub‐Assets are
represented with levels greater than 1.
Note: If it is a level one Asset, you can select Level 1 in this field.
You cannot define a parent Asset for a level 1 Asset. You can create
child Assets for level 1 Asset.
Note: You can create up to three levels of child Assets.

Parent (This field appears
only when you select any
levels other than Level 1 in
the Parent field)

Use this field to map the current Asset to the parent Asset. If the
current Asset is a level 1 Asset, you cannot map it to any other
Asset. If the current Asset is not a level 1 Asset, you can map it to
the parent Asset.
For example, If you select Level 2 in Level field, all the level 1 Assets
are available in this field for selection.
Note: Only active library contents are available for selection.
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Asset Form > Details Tab
Use Details tab to enter details of the current Asset.

Figure 88: Asset Form > Details Tab
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Field Name

Description

General
Use this section to enter general details of the current library content.
Description

Use this field to specify details of this Asset.
To type the details, click the

icon. The Rich Text Format (RTF)

window appears.
Note: This field accepts more than 4000 characters.
Classification
Use this section to specify the details about the current library content.
Asset Type

Use this field to select the type of the Asset. The following options are
available:
 Financial
 Electrical
 Facility
 Information
 Application
 IP‐Based
 Cloud
 People
 Other

Physical Location

Use this field to select the physical location of the Asset. The following
options are available:
 Location 1
 Location 2
 Location 3
 Location 4
 Location 5
You can configure the display values of this field based on the
customer’s requirement.

Business Criticality

Use this field to enter the criticality of the Asset. The following
options are available in this field:
 High
 Medium
 Low

Confidentiality

Use this field to enter the level of confidentiality of the Asset. The
following options are available in this field:
 High
 Medium
 Low
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Integrity

Use this field to enter the integrity component of the Asset. The
following options are available in this field:

High

Medium

Low

Availability

Use this field to enter the availability component of the Asset. The
following options are available in this field:

High

Medium


Low

IP‐Based Host Attributes
Use this section to specify the details IP‐Based Host Attributes of the Asset. This section is
available only if the Asset type is IP‐Based.
Serial#

Use this field to enter serial number for the Asset to map specific IT
physical or logical equipment.
A serial number is a unique code that is assigned to identify a single
unit.

NetBIOS Name

Use this field to enter the NetBIOS Name for the Asset to map specific
IT physical or logical equipment.

DNS Name (FQDN)

Use this field to enter the DNS Name (FQDN) for the Asset to map
specific IT physical or logical equipment.

MAC Address

Use this field to enter the MAC address for the Asset to map specific
IT physical/logical equipment.

IPv4 Address

Use this field to enter IP version 4 address for the Asset to map specific
IT physical or logical equipment.

IPv6 Address

Use this field to enter IP version 6 address for the Asset to map specific
IT physical or logical equipment.

Recovery Objectives
This section is enabled only when the MS_GRC_ASSET_SHOW_BCM_RECOVERY_OBJECTIVES
parameter is set to Yes.
Field Name

Description

Recovery Point Objective
(RPO)

Specify the RPO for the current Asset component. This information
is used during the business continuity and disaster recovery. The
Recovery Point Objective (RPO) is the time (relative to the disaster)
to which you plan to recover your data.
For example, if you take overnight backups, the recovery
point objective becomes the end of the previous day's
activity.
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Work Recovery Time (WRT)

Specify the WRT for the current Asset component. This information
is used during the business continuity and disaster recovery. The
Work Recovery Time (WRT) is the time available to recover the
disrupted systems and resources (systems recovery time).

Recovery Time Actual (RTA)

Specify the RTA for the current Asset component. This
information is used during the business continuity and disaster
recovery.

Ownership and Security
Use this to identify the ownership and security of assets.
Use this field to select one or more owner organizations
Owner Organizations
responsible for maintaining this Asset.

Owners

This is not the set of organizations that this Asset applies to. This
field controls the workflow (for approvals) and security (for GRC
Library contents where security is restricted to Owner
Organizations).
Select one or more owners of the current Asset. Only owners of
the Asset can edit the Asset form. The Asset owners are the users
who belong to the owner organizations with the Edit GRC Object
activity.
Note: If the initiator and owner are different, on submission of the
Asset form, an assignment is generated to the Asset owner to take
action on the submitted Asset.

Field Name

Description

Level 1 Approver

Use this field to select the first level approver for the Asset. Level
1 approver is a user who belongs to the owner organizations with
the Approve GRC Object activity.
Note: If you select any user in this field, after submitting the form,
an assignment is generated to the selected user to review and
approve the Asset details.

Level 2 Approver

Use this field to select the level 2 approver for the Asset. Level 2
approver is a user who belongs to the owner organizations with
the Approve GRC Object activity.
Note: If you select any user in this field, after the first level
approval, an assignment is generated to the selected user to
review and approve the Asset details.
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Restrict Access To

Use this field to control access rights of users for the current
Asset. If you select No Restrictions in this field, all users with View
GRC Object activity can view this Asset and all users with Edit GRC
Object activity can edit the Asset.
If you select Owner Organizations in this field, only users in the
owner organization of the current Asset with View GRC Object
activity can view this Asset and only users in the owner
organization of the current Asset with Edit GRC Object activity can
edit this Asset.

Validity (Dates)
Use this section to define the period of existence of the current library content.
Valid From

Enter the date from which the current Asset is valid. On the
selected date, the Asset is available in the published GRC Library
contents.

Valid Until

Enter the date until which the current Asset is valid.

Form > Relationships Tab
Use the Relationships tab to associate the current library content with relationship framework options
such as organizations and other GRC library contents.

Figure 89: Asset Form > Relationships tab
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Field Name

Description

Assets link

Add one or more assets associated with the assets library content.
To add a assets, perform the following steps:
1. Click the Assets link.
The Add Assets window appears.
2. Select the required Assets options.
Note: In the Add Assets window, filters are also available, which
enable you to narrow down your search.
Note: All the Assets options (GRC library contents) that you add
here appear in the grid as hyperlinks. In the grid, click the hyperlink
to view the asset details.
Note: The relationship with asset class is mandatory.

Comments column

To enter comments, click in the Comments column corresponding
to the relationship framework options type. The comments box
appears, wherein you can enter the comments. To save the
comments, click outside the comments box. The entered
comments appear in the Comments column.

Asset Form > Additional Details Tab
Use the Additional Details tab to attach additional documents.

Figure 90: Assets Form > Additional Details

Field

Description

History
Created By (read‐
only)

The name of the current user (logged‐in user) appears.

Created On (read‐
only)

The current date appears.
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Documents
Attach Files

To attach a file, perform the following steps:
1. Click the Browse… button.
2. Select the file from your local drive.
The file is attached, and the name of the file that you attached
appears.
Note: You may attach one or more files, as required.
Note: To delete an attached file, click the Delete icon

on the right

side of the attached file.
Note: You do not have an option to attach files for the Evidence
library content.

Form > Modify/Review/Approve Section
Use the Modify/Review/Approve section to take action on the current Asset.

Figure 91: Asset Form > Modify/Review/Approve Section

Field Name

Description

Modify/Review/Approve
Action

The following action is available in the Asset form while you
create the Asset.
Send For Approval: To submit the completed form, select this
option.

Asset Class Form
Use the Asset Class form to create an Asset.
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Figure 92: Asset Class Form

Class Form > Header Section
Use the header section to capture the Asset Class name.

Figure 93: Asset Class Form> Header Section
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Field Name

Description

Name

Use this field to describe the name of the Asset Class.
This is a free text‐entry field. The system allows you to create
multiple Asset Classes with the same name.
Note: After entering the Asset Class name, if you navigate to any
other field, the Asset Class name appears in the form title.
Note: You can enter the same Asset Class name for multiple Asset
Classes. After submitting the form, for each Asset Class, a unique
Asset Class ID is generated, which is appended to the Asset Class
name.
Note: For every additional Asset Class, the Asset Class ID
sequentially increments by 1. The combination of Asset Class
name and Asset Class ID is unique for every Asset Class. For
example, Asset Class: Dell Notebooks [ASCL‐1317]. Here Dell
Notebooks is the Asset Class name and [ASCL‐1317] is the Asset
Class ID.

Status
(read‐only)

The current status of the Asset Class appears.

Level

If you are mapping Asset Class with multiple levels, then use this
field to select the level of the current Asset Class. Sub‐Controls are
represented with levels greater than 1.

When you open this form for the first time, the status appears as
New. The status is automatically updated based on the workflow.

Note: If it is a level one Asset Class you can select Level 1 in this
field. You cannot define a parent Asset Class for a level 1 Asset
Class. You can create child Asset Classes for level 1 Asset Class.
Note: You can create up to three levels of child Asset Classes.
Parent
(appears only if you select
any value other than Level1
in the Level field)

Use this field to map the current Asset Class to the parent Asset
Class. If the current Asset Class is a level 1 Asset Class, you cannot
map it to any other Asset Classes. If the current Asset Class is not a
level 1 Asset Class, you can map it to a parent Asset Class.
For example, If you select Level 2 in the Level field, all the level 1
Asset Classes are available in this field for selection.
Note: Only active library contents are available for selection.
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Class Form > Details Tab
Use the Details tab to enter the details of the current Asset Class.

Figure 94: Asset Class Form > Details Tab

Field Name

Description

General
Use this section to enter general details of the current library content.
Description

Use this field to specify details about this Asset Class. To type the
details, click the
icon. The RTF window appears.
Note: This field accepts more than 4000 characters.
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Classification
Use this section to specify the details about the current library content.
Asset Class Type

Use this field to enter the name of the Asset part based on
which the Asset Class is classified. Available Asset Class Types
are:

Financial

Facility

Electrical

Information Technology

Cloud

People


Other

Note: An Asset part may be a hardware part, operating system part
or an application part.
CPE or Equivalent Definition Use this field to enter Common Platform Enumeration (CPE)
(appears only if you select
aspects that are required for classifying Asset Class component.
the value Information
Technology in the Asset Class
Type field and the
MS_GRC_ASSET_CLASS_SHO
W_CPE parameter is set to
true)
Ownership and Security
Use this section to specify the security and ownership for the current library content.
Owner Organizations

Owners

Use this field to select one or more organizations responsible for
maintaining this Asset Class in the IT GRC Library.
This field controls the workflow (for approvals) and security (for IT
GRC Library contents where security is restricted to Owner
Organizations).
Select one or more owners of the current Asset Class. Only owners
of the Asset can edit the Asset Class form. The Asset Class owners
are the users who belong to the owner organizations with the Edit
GRC Object activity.
Note: If the initiator and owner are different, on submission of the
Asset Class form, an assignment is generated to the Asset Class
owner to take action on the submitted Asset.

Level 1 Approver

Use this field to select the first level approver for the Asset Class.
Level 1 approver is a user who belongs to the owner organizations
with the Approve GRC Object activity.
Note: If you select any user in this field, after submitting the form,
an assignment is generated to the selected user to review and
approve the Asset Class details.
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Field Name

Description

Level 2 Approver

Use this field to select the level 2 approver for the Asset Class.
Level 2 approver is a user who belongs to the owner organizations
with the Approve GRC Object activity.
Note: If you select any user in this field, after the first level
approval, an assignment is generated to the selected user to
review and approve the Asset Class details.

Restrict Access To

Use this field to control access rights of users for the current Asset
Class.
If you select No Restrictions in this field, all users with View GRC
Object activity can view this Asset Class and all users with Edit GRC
Object activity can edit this Asset Class.
If you select Owner Organizations in this field, only users in the
owner organization of the current Asset with View GRC Object
activity can view this Asset Class and only users in the owner
organization of the current Asset with Edit GRC Object activity can
edit this Asset Class.

Validity (Dates)
Use this section to define the longevity of the current library content.
Valid From

Enter the date from which the current Asset Class is valid. On the
selected date, the Asset Class is available in the published GRC
Library content.

Valid Until

Enter the date until which the current Asset Class is valid.

Asset Class Form > Relationships Tab
Use the Relationships tab to associate the asset class content with relationship framework options
such as assets and other GRC library contents if necessary.

Figure 95: Asset Class > Relationships Tab
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Field Name

Description

Assets link

Add one or more assets associated with the assets library content.
To add a assets, perform the following steps:
1. Click the Assets link. The Add Assets window appears.
2. Select the required Assets options.
Note: In the Add Assets window, filters are also available, which
enable you to narrow down your search.
Note: All the Assets options (GRC library contents) that you add
here appear in the grid as hyperlinks. In the grid, click the hyperlink
to view the asset details.
Note: The relationship with asset class is mandatory.

Comments column

To enter comments, click in the Comments column corresponding
to the relationship framework options type. The comments box
appears, wherein you can enter the comments. To save the
comments, click outside the comments box. The entered
comments appear in the Comments column.

Asset Class Form > Additional Details Tab
Use the Additional Details tab to attach additional documents and view the creation history. After the
Asset class library content is published, when it is accessed for editing, this tab also displays the
modification history along with the creation history.

Figure 96: Additional Details Tab > Creation Stage.

Field

Description

History
Created By (read‐
only)

The name of the current user (logged‐in user) appears.

Created On (read
only)

The current date appears.
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Documents
Attach Files

To attach a file, perform the following steps:
1. Click the Browse . . . button.
2. Select the file from your local drive.
The file is attached, and the name of the file that you attached
appears.
Note: You may attach one or more files, as required.
Note: To delete an attached file, click the Delete icon on the right
side of the attached file.
Note: You do not have an option to attach files for the Evidence
library content.

Asset Class Form > Modify/Review/Approve Section
Use the Modify/Review/Approve section to take action on the current Asset Class.

Figure 97: Asset Class Form > Modify/Review/Approve Section

Field Name

Description

Modify/Review/Approve
Action

The following action is available in the Asset Class form while you
create an Asset Class.
Send

For Approval ‐To submit the completed form, select this
option.

Note: After submitting the form, the Asset Class form is routed to
approval cycle.
Comments

Use this field to type your comments regarding the Asset Class.
After submitting the form, the Comments History report is
updated with the comments that you typed here.

Form Submission
To take action on the current form, click the Submit icon.
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Review/Approval
To review/approve a content, perform the following steps:
Step 1

Click the My Tasks menu at the top the Inspection Management Solution application
home page.

Step 2

Click the required task assignment link for working on the Inspection Management
Solution content.

The relevant form appears.

Accessing Assignments through My Tasks Menu
To access the required Inspection Management Solution content for review or approval, perform the
following steps:
Step 1
Click the My Tasks menu at the top of the Inspection Management Solution application
home page.
A list of assignments appear.
Note: In most of the complyND applications, in addition to accessing event assignments through My
Tasks menu, you can also access them from the assigned infoports.

Figure 98: My Task Menu

An event assignment may have one of the following states:


New assignments (links appear in green)



Assignments that are older than 5 days (links appear in black)



Assignments that are Past Due (links appear in red)

Step 2 Click the required assignment link. The relevant form appears. You can review/approve the
content, as applicable, and submit the form.
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My Task Menu Features
The following table describes the options available in the My Tasks menu.
Click the Icon

To...
Navigate to the next page.
Note: If you navigate to the last page, this icon is disabled.
Navigate to the last page.
Note: If you navigate to the last page, this icon is disabled.
Navigate to the previous page.
Note: If you navigate to the first page, this icon is disabled.
Navigate to the first page.
Note: If you navigate to the first page, this icon is disabled.
Refresh the page and see the latest assignments.
Note: To see the latest data, refresh the My Tasks menu periodically.
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Appendix B
Security Model and User Interface
This chapter provides information on the security model, roles, infocenters, and infoports of the
Inspection Management Solution module.
Sections of this chapter:
1.

Role‐Activity Mapping

2.

Role‐Infocenter Mapping

3.

Infocenter‐Infoport Mapping

4.

Inspection > Setup Questionnaire Infocenter

5.

Inspection > Upload
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The following table lists the roles and related activities in the Inspection Management Solution module of complyND application.
Roles
Activities

Inspector

Issue
Contact

Supervisor
(Dotted Line
Relation)

Inspection
Administrator

GRC ‐ View GRC













Departmental
Admin

Safety Coordinators

Executive
Member













Object
GRC ‐ View All
GRC Object
QSM ‐ View
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Questionnaires



QSM ‐ View All



Questionnaires
QSM ‐ Manage



Questionnaires
QSM ‐ Manage All
Questionnaires
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Role‐Activity Mapping

Questionnaires
QSM ‐ Approve
Questionnaires
Roles
Activities

Inspector

Issue
Contact

Supervisor
(Dotted Line
Relation)

Inspection
Administrator

QSM ‐ View Surveys



QSM ‐ View All
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Surveys
QSM ‐ Manage



Surveys
QSM ‐ Manage



All Surveys
QSM ‐ Setup Surveys



QSM ‐ Initiate



Surveys
QSM ‐ Approve
Surveys

Departmental
Admin

Safety Coordinators

Executive
Member
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QSM ‐ Setup









To Surveys
QSM ‐ View Response

Roles
Activities

QSM ‐ View All

Inspector

Issue
Contact

Supervisor
(Dotted
Relation)

Line

Inspection
Administrator









Departmental
Admin

Safety Coordinators

Executive
Member

Response
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QSM ‐ Approve
Response
ISM ‐ View Issues









ISM ‐ View All Issues



ISM ‐ Create Issues



ISM ‐ Review Issues





ISM ‐ Edit All Issues
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QSM ‐ Respond



ISM ‐ Reopen








Closed Issues
ISM ‐ Update





Closed Issues

Roles
Activities

ISM ‐ Issue Owner
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ISM ‐ Review Action
ISM ‐ Update
Closed Action
ISM ‐ Implement
Action
ISM ‐ Approve
Action
ISM ‐ Reopen
Closed Action

Inspector

Issue
Contact



Supervisor
(Dotted Line
Relation)

Inspection
Administrator



Departmental
Admin

Safety Coordinators

Executive
Member
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ISM ‐ Approve Issues





ISM ‐ Approver





Comments
ISM ‐ View Issues







By Issue Owner
Org
Roles
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Activities

Inspector

ISM ‐ View Issues By
Issue Approver Org
ISM ‐ View Issues By
Related To Org

Issue
Contact

Supervisor
(Dotted Line
Relation)

Inspection
Administrator













Legends:


: You can perform the activity



Blank: You cannot perform the activity

Departmental
Admin

Safety Coordinators

Executive
Member
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ISM ‐ Bulk
Reassignment

The following table lists the roles and corresponding infocenters in the Inspection Management Solution module
Note: The role‐infocenter mapping provided in the below table is intended for reference purpose only. Setting up of infocenters for Roles can be configured
according to the Organization needs.
Infocenters

Roles
Inspector

Issue
Contact

Supervisor (Dotted
Line Relation)

Inspection
Administrator

Manage GRC Libraries



Upload
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Survey ‐ Survey Overview







Survey Setup Questionnaire



Survey ‐ Setup Surveys



Survey ‐ Respond





Survey ‐ Approve response





Survey ‐ ND ISP Reports



My Tasks ‐ List



Administration ‐ Charts



Department
Admin

Safety
Coordinator

Executive
Member
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Role‐Infocenter Mapping



Administration ‐ Reports



Issues ‐ Issue Overview



Issues ‐ Create/Manage Issues



Issues ‐ Respond To Issues/Actions













Issues ‐ Reopen Issues
(Reopen/Update Issue)
Supervisor
Legends:
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: You can access the infocenter



Blank: You cannot access the infocenter
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Administration Dashboards

Use the Setup Questionnaire infocenter to set up the Inspection Management Solution contents. You can use this infocenter to view various setup
related reports.
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Figure 99: Setup Questionnaire Infocenter
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Setup Questionnaire Infocenter

Use the Upload infocenter to upload the Inspection Management Solution contents such as assets, asset class, and questionnaire.
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Figure 100: Upload Infocenter
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Upload
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Glossary
Assessor
Also known as an inspector. This is the person who conducts the survey (inspection).

Finding
Created my assessor during the survey.

ND
University of Notre Dame

MS
complyND.

GRC
Governance, Risk, and Compliance

Infocenter
A common and user specific page that appears to users after they login to the complyND application.
The individual items in the infocenter, such as user forms, assignments, and reports appear on this
page.

Infoport
All related user objects, which are grouped in a single section of the infocenter, that facilitate work.

Issue
Created from findings noted during survey.

Issue Contact
Person responsible for addressing issues.

PID
Process instance identification number (which is an internal system identifier).

Reports
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A tabular representation of data.

SCORM
Sharable Content Object Reference Model.

Survey
Instrument used to conduct inspection.
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